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ABSTRACT

Intangible knowledge assets now account for over 70% of organizational assets. 

With this has come the need for organizations to invest heavily in knowledge 

management systems (KMS). For a KMS to be effective, it must be utilized. A critical 

part o f  being utilized is having an effective retrieval mechanism. Due to the complexity 

o f knowledge objects stored in KMSs, traditional data retrieval methods utilizing 

keyword search capabilities may not be the optimal retrieval mechanism for retrieving 

knowledge. The purpose of this dissertation is to determine if  the cognitive loading o f a 

search mechanism impacts the effectiveness o f  information retrieval from knowledge 

management systems. To answer that question, two search interface mechanisms are 

created: one with a text-based keyword mechanism similar to most current search 

interfaces and one with a visual tree-view hierarchy-based search mechanism. A 

laboratory study is performed to compare measures of users' accuracy, timeliness, work 

effort, and satisfaction on those two mechanisms for three different search scenarios.

Theories developed in cognitive psychology based on the recall versus 

recognition paradigm suggest that the hierarchical nature o f the visual tree-view search 

interface mechanism will generate more accurate information. It is also predicted that the 

visual tree-view search interface will result in slower searches, but that trade-off will 

offer more accurate information to the knowledge worker. These predictions lead to 

directional hypotheses that can be tested in an experimental setting. The results from this 

experiment show retrieval accuracy is significantly increased by utihzing a visual 

hierarchical-based search interface. The results also show there is a difference in time 

and effort but little to no difference in satisfaction between the two search interfaces.

hi
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Based on these findings, it is posited that knowledge management systems that are 

designed with more effective retrieval mechanisms (i.e., visual search interfaces) can 

reduce organizational costs by increasing relevant information retrieved during the search 

process and decreasing the wasted time spent investigating information that does not 

support the current knowledge requirements o f the user.

IV
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

Motivation and Background

Within the information systems (IS) community, both from an academic and 

industry perspective, there are significant levels o f attention being paid to the topic 

generally referred to as Knowledge Management (KM). It is reported that in 2002, U.S. 

companies spent $4.5 billion on knowledge management solutions (Gilmour, 2003). The 

U.S. Federal Government spent $820 million in fiscal year 2003 on knowledge 

management initiatives and intends to increase that spending at a 9% compound growth 

rate to nearly $1.3 billion by 2008 (Business Wire, 2003). A recent query^ on the Internet 

search website, GOOGLE.COM, produced 3,150,000 web pages related to “knowledge 

management.” Searching for books on “knowledge management” produced 1892 results 

from the online bookstore AMAZON.COM during that same period. Furthermore, 

business school academics have been contributing to this widely investigated topic of 

knowledge management by producing courses, lectures, books, scholarly joumals, and 

research articles dedicated to knowledge management and knowledge management 

systems (KMS).

Research conducted under the auspices o f knowledge management varies greatly 

in direction and scope. In fact in recent years, entire issues o f leading information 

systems research journals have been dedicated to the topic o f knowledge management 

and knowledge management systems. Examples include special issues from Journal o f

Searches where performed on 1 November 2003.
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Management Information Systems -  volume 18: issue 1 in 2001, Management 

Information Systems Quarterly -  volume 26: issue 3 in 2002 and again another MISQ  

issue forthcoming in 2004.

Alavi & Leidner (2001) provide a foundational framework to help contextualize 

the various components o f knowledge management systems research and development.

In this framework they offer four focus areas for research; knowledge creation, 

knowledge storage/retrieval, knowledge transfer, and knowledge application. This 

dissertation work, while recognizing the need for research in all four areas o f knowledge 

management domains, focuses specifically on the retrieval aspects from knowledge 

management systems. Most information system professionals are aware of the acronym 

GIGO -  garbage in, garbage out. In fact, for well over 30 years there has been a 

significant amount o f research that has focused on developing information systems to 

decrease the garbage-in factor. This research focuses on the problem where you might 

have quality information captured in a knowledge management system, but do not have 

an effective mechanism to retrieve that knowledge. Thus you are faced with the dilemma 

o f quality in, but still garbage out.

In her theory o f knowledge reuse Markus (2001) suggests that the information 

system that supports the knowledge management initiative should handle both access to 

expertise and access to the experts. This allows for optimally managing both the explicit 

knowledge of the organization, the knowledge that is captured in the system as expertise, 

as well as an attempt to manage the tacit knowledge, which resides within the individuals 

(experts) of the organization. While this dissertation research focuses primarily on
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explicit knowledge that has already been captured and codified in electronic format, its 

implications may extend beyond expertise and apply to knowledge management of 

experts as well by helping to manage individuals with implicit knowledge. In developing 

this theory o f knowledge reuse Markus (2001) stresses that information technology plays 

an intermediary role. Specifically, Markus places greater emphasis on the creation and 

utilization o f the repository. This dissertation echoes that emphasis and suggests that by 

re-evaluating the underlying infrastructure o f the repository, the information retrieval 

process may be more effective.

Research Question

Fundamentally, this dissertation focuses on the following research question:

Does the cognitive loading o f  search mechanisms impact the effectiveness 

o f knowledge retrieval?

For this study, cognitive loading refers to a recall versus recognition paradigm; retrieval 

mechanisms are operationalized as a keyword search method or a visual tree-view 

hierarchical search method; and effectiveness is operationalized as measures o f accuracy, 

timeliness, work effort, and satisfaction.

To answer this question an experiment was designed to test two different search 

methods, one based on a traditional text-based keyword search interface and one based on 

a visual tree-view hierarchical interface. Both systems utilized the same data set. 

Hypotheses based on prior theory are proposed, the experiment is discussed, and results 

are analyzed and presented.
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The contributions o f this research are multifold. First, it builds on prior theory. A 

purposeful attempt is made to incorporate theory from the cognitive psychology domain; 

specifically findings in recollection versus recognition (Simon, 2001; Anderson, 1995; 

Bower et al., 1969). What we have learned about human nature, learning, and knowledge 

use from a psychological perspective needs to be considered when developing 

information systems for knowledge (re)use. Information systems research could benefit 

greatly if  it would draw more often from more mature reference disciplines, especially 

when it relates to human-computer interactions and knowledge. This study is a single 

attempt to add to that limitation. Second, this research seeks to address a problem that 

continues to haunt users o f information systems -  What is the best way to extract 

knowledge from information systems given the issue o f information overload? 

Technological advances in file/storage management, indexing and wildcard capabilities 

have taken us a long way in finding the information we need. However, without a 

fundamental shift in our thinking in designing these knowledge management systems, our 

retrieval efficiencies may be reaching a plateau. Information overload is a real problem 

that continues to get exponentially worse with each passing year. Case in point, it took 

100,000 years to create the first 12 exabytes o f information, the second 12 exabytes was 

created in 2.5 years, and the third 12 exabytes o f data will be created in 1 year (Ball, 

2002). Figure 1 shows the development o f information, some common milestones, data 

definitions, as well as human capacity and world population.
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Figure 1. The history o f information creation (source: Ball, 2002).

Third, there is little literature in this research domain; in fact, this research is a 

direct response to Alavi and Leidner’s (2001) call for research in knowledge 

management, specific to storage and retrieval. While much of the research on knowledge 

management has been quahtative in nature this research brings an experimental approach 

with empirical evidence that tests a priori hypotheses. Finally, there are important 

implications to both academics and industry that can be gathered from the results o f this 

research. The findings are expected to indicate that knowledge management system 

developers need to make radical departures from their typical retrieval user interfaces to
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increase accuracy o f KMS use as hypothesized in this research, or to deal with sub- 

optimal retrieval results.

Organization o f  Dissertation

The remainder o f this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews 

prior literature; this review provides foundational and theoretical contexts in which this 

research is conducted. Knowledge management literature is first examined, beginning 

with definitions o f data, information, and knowledge, moving through a discussion of 

ontology, taxonomy, and controlled vocabulary. Next, a discussion on the contributions 

o f document management and information retrieval is presented. The retrieval research 

is critical to this work as it is posited that searching and retrieving knowledge is different 

than searching and retrieving data. An examination o f the limitation o f keywords as the 

primary means for search and classification alternatives is then discussed. The literature 

review then concludes with a review o f the recall versus recognition paradigm literature 

from the cognitive psychology domain. In Chapter 3, a model is developed and testable 

hypotheses are proposed based on the knowledge gained from the theoretical grounding 

from prior research. Chapter 4 presents the methodology used to conduct the research for 

this dissertation. In this case, a laboratory experiment is developed and administered to 

collect the data used for testing the hypotheses. Within this chapter experimental design 

and statistical analysis methods used to evaluate the data are also discussed. Analysis of 

the results from the data collected during the experiment is presented in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 6 concludes this dissertation with some discussion o f the implications o f the 

findings, presents some study limitation, and provides avenues for future research.
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The foundations for this research are developed through the following bodies of 

literature. First, an investigation o f current knowledge management is presented. The 

knowledge management research highlights what knowledge management is and where 

knowledge management research should be focused via the presentation o f a number of 

research frameworks. As a foundation to understanding knowledge management 

literature is reviewed that documents there the relationships between data, information, 

and knowledge. Another important foxmdation for knowledge management research is an 

understanding o f ontologies, taxonomies, and controlled vocabularies. Next information 

retrieval literature is examined. This critical body of research helps to define and support 

the differences between searching and retrieving data in its most basic forms of character 

text and numbers through multimedia based data such as images and voice, to the 

knowledge objects requested today in more advanced knowledge management systems.

In addition to the implications o f data search versus knowledge search, the limitations of 

keywords and classification are examined as mechanisms for search and retrieval. 

Included in the information retrieval section is discussion o f the electronic document 

management systems literature. The literature represents an early example o f knowledge 

management systems. Representing the foundational underlying theories o f this research, 

a review of the recall versus recognition literature from the cognitive psychology domain 

is examined. The literature review closes with discussion o f works that have focused on 

effort versus accuracy within information systems.
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Knowledge Management and its Research Foundations

Knowledge management research is a very broad area within the information 

systems discipline. Several authors (Alavi & Leidner 1999, 2001; Spiegler, 2000; 

Schultze & Leidner, 2002) have suggested various classification models that break down 

knowledge management into different domains. Alavi and Leidner (1999) surveyed 109 

executives, obtaining 50 usable responses, on their perceptions o f KMS activity within 

their firms and its potential benefits. This research identified three perspectives for 

knowledge management -  an information-based, a technology-based, and a cultural- 

based perspective. Among the conclusions from this research were: 1) knowledge 

management systems are multi-faceted; and 2) it is important to develop metrics to assess 

the benefits o f KMS. In their 2001 work Alavi and Leidner (2001) propose a conceptual 

foundation that includes the knowledge management systems domains o f knowledge 

creation, knowledge storage/retrieval, knowledge transfer, and knowledge application.

Knowledge ^  Knowledge ^  Knowledge ^  Knowledge
Creation ( Storage & )  Iransfer ) Application

Retrieval

Figure 2. A knowledge management research framework.

Strategic research questions posed by Alavi and Leidner (2001) pertaining to 

knowledge retrieval includes:
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1. Is stored knowledge accessed and applied by individuals who do not know the 

originator o f the knowledge?

2. What retrieval mechanisms are most effective in enabling knowledge retrieval? 

Some have questioned whether or not knowledge management research is actually

a new idea. In his work Spiegler (2000) concludes that knowledge management is indeed 

a new idea, rather than a recycled concept. The basis o f his argument is that yesterday's 

data are today's information, and tomorrow's knowledge, which in turn, recycles back 

through the value chain o f data-information-knowledge, represents another framework in 

which to investigate knowledge management.

Schultze and Leidner (2002) propose using Deetz's four discourses o f 

organizational inquiry to classify IS knowledge management research. These categories 

include: normative, interpretive, critical, and dialogic discourse. Based on an analysis o f 

the literature they find that the bulk o f the research falls within the normative discourse 

classification, interpretive discourse is used less frequently, and lagging relatively far 

behind is KM research following a critical or dialogic discourse. Similar to the Alavi and 

Leidner (2001), this classification o f knowledge management research helps to provide a 

context in which knowledge management is studied from the IS discipline’s perspective.

Each of the articles discussed above suggests various frameworks or 

classifications for knowledge management research within the information systems field. 

Table 1 summarizes their contrihutions.
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Table 1

Knowledge Management Research Classifications

olh 'J’U
Alavi & Leidner 
(1999)

KM Perspectives:
Information-based, Technology- 
based, and Culture-based

Executive Survey 
(109 Surveyed, 50 
usable responses)

Alavi & Leidner 
(2001)

KM Processes:
Creation, Storage/Retrieval, 
Transfer, and Application

Literature Review

Spiegler
(2000)

KM Transformation:
Data Processing, Information 
Processing, Knowledge 
Processing, and a reverse 
process

Literature Review and 
Model Development

Schultze & Leidner 
(2002)

KM Discourses
Normative, Interpretive, 
Critical, and Dialogic

Literature Review

Data, Information, and Knowledge.

To understand the functions o f knowledge management systems (KMS) it is 

critical to differentiate them from database management systems (DBMS).

Fundamentally the difference boils down to the content heing managed. In database 

systems typically what is stored and manipulated are atomic items, usually in the form of 

numeric or text representations. In contrast, knowledge management systems store and 

manipulate complex, unstructured objects. Objects here refer to electronic items that can 

vary greatly in ability and content; for example a knowledge object may be a word 

processing document, an electronic spreadsheet, a multimedia video clip, etc. These 

objects typically additionally maintain their own set o f metadata that also must be 

managed and that can be utilized in the search and retrieval o f knowledge objects. The
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management o f these types o f objects cause for reevaluation o f traditional ways o f 

managing electronic data.

One of the major challenges knowledge management researchers have is a lack of 

standard definitions o f some o f its most basic constructs. Most researchers agree that 

when dealing with knowledge management one must have an imderstanding o f what data, 

information, and knowledge are and what the relationships between them are, however 

there are no clear standards for those definitions (Moore, 2002; Hick et a l, 2002;

Meadow & Yuan, 1997; Teskey, 1989). Most agree that data are “raw facts” observed 

from some type o f event. Additionally, most definitions o f information include the idea 

that it is “structured data” or “data within a context”. Where knowledge management 

researchers have trouble is with the definition of knowledge. While it would be 

convenient to follow Raisinghani’s (2000) formulation o f data, information, and 

knowledge definitions:

• Data are raw facts;

• Information is formatted data;

• Knowledge is formatted information;

These definitions should be considered over-simplified. However, what they do 

suggest is a hierarchical relationship between data, information, and knowledge. This 

understanding is almost universally accepted by the knowledge management community, 

even if  the actual definitions are not. Table 2 provides a number o f definitions on data, 

information, and knowledge from the knowledge management, computer science, 

information sciences domains, as well as a traditional dictionary definition. Interestingly,
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some authors (Van Beveren, 2002; Meadow & Yuan, 1997) suggest that knowledge 

cannot reside outside the human brain, and as such they purport that knowledge 

management and knowledge management systems are really misnomers.

Table 2

Definitions o f  Data, Information, and Knowledge

E Il tuil ■> tinil

Moore
(2002)

Data corresponds to the 
bits (zeroes and ones) 
that comprise a digital 
entity.

Information 
corresponds to any 
tag associated with 
the bits. The tags 
are treated as 
attributes that 
provide semantic 
meaning to the bits.

Knowledge corresponds to any relationship 
that is defined between information 
attributes. The types o f relationships are 
closely tied to the data model used to define 
a digital entity. At a minimum, 
semantic/logical, spatial/stmctural, 
temporal/procedural, and 
systemic/epistemological relationships can 
be defined between attributes associated with 
a digital entity, and between the attribute 
values.

Hicks et al. 
(2002)

Data is usually 
considered to be textual, 
either numeric or 
alphabetic. Data is 
considered to be 
structured and represent 
a measure such as a 
quantity.

Describing a fact; 
which is an 
occurance of a 
measure or 
inference o f some 
quantity or quality. 
Meaning + 
measure.

Knowledge is made up of a knowledge 
element and a knowledge process. The 
knowledge process is the procedure utilized 
by the individual to infer the knowledge 
element from information, other knowledge 
elements or a combination of each.

Raisinghani
(2000)

Data are raw facts Information is 
formatted data

Knowledge is formatted information

Meadow & 
Yuan (1997)

Data usually means a set 
of symbols with little or 
no meaning to a 
recipient

Information is a set 
of symbols that 
does have meaning 
or significance to 
their recipient

Knowledge is the accumulation and 
integration of information received and 
processed by a recipient

Van Beveren 
(2002)

Data are raw facts Information is data 
within a context

Knowledge is an individual’s stock of 
information, skills, experience, beliefs and 
memories.

Teskey
(1989)

Data as the direct result 
of observation of events

Information as 
structured 
collections of data

Knowledge as models o f the world, which 
can be created or modified by new 
information.

Webster’s
Dictionary

factual information (as 
measurements or 
statistics) used as a basis 
for reasoning, 
discussion, or 
calculation

the communication 
or reception of 
knowledge or 
intelligence

the fact or condition of knowing something 
with familiarity gained through experience 
or association
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Continuing with the hierarchical relationship of data, information, and knowledge 

Hick et al. (2002) developed the bi-directional decision-making model presented in 

Figure 3. One of the more important aspects o f this model is that information and 

knowledge both lead to decisions as well as decisions producing additional information 

and knowledge. Additionally, there is a recursive relationship between information and 

knowledge, where information feeds into knowledge -  as in the simplified definition 

from Raisinghani (2000), and knowledge feeds back into information -  a factor that is 

missing from Raisinghani’s definitions.
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Figure 3. A bi-directional decision making model (Source; Hicks et al., 2002).

Ontologies, Taxonomies, and Controlled Vocabularies.

Another issue the knowledge management community is currently wrestling with 

is the understanding and integration o f ontology in KM research (Chandrasekaran et al., 

1999; Swartout & Tate, 1999; Edgington et al., in press). Ontology is defined as the 

basic structure around which knowledge can he built. An ontology provides a set of 

coneepts and terms for describing some domain, while a knowledge base uses those terms 

to represent what is true about some real or hypothetical world (Swartout & Tate, 1999).
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Ontologies differ from taxonomies in that ontologies can be analogous to, in the database 

world, entities and their relationships, while taxonomies can be likened to specific 

instances o f an entity, that is, the concrete manifestation o f reality (i.e. a table, directory, 

or tree structure). From there, controlled vocabularies specify the ontological domain’s 

keywords and thesaurus. Edgington et al. (2004) capture this in their ontology creation 

process, shown in Figure 4.

Orientation

Relevaace o f couHBBuicatioii 

'P- SeaiaEtie .ififomtation

p- Sw tax infom atioa

O i i t o l o s v

C o n t r o l le d  V o c a b u la r y

Q»eratio.naliziii.g an Ontology

P r o c e s s  a n d  w o r k f l o w  o r i e n t a t io n  
^  Softw are c u s t o m iz a t io n

Domain expertise for .stracturiag 
and creating grammar 

{ T r e e  strachire a n d  d ir e c t o r y )

Term discovery by domain
(Keyword and thesaiu-as)

Figure 4. The controlled vocabulary, taxonomy, and ontology hierarchy (Source: 

Edgington et al., 2004)

As with data, information, and knowledge, a similar hierarchical relationship 

exists between controlled vocabulary, taxonomy, and ontology. The use o f ontologies 

within the IS/KM domain has been examined (Hori, 2000; Wand and Weber, 1990, Wand 

et al., 2000; Edgington et al., in press) and has mainly focused on the activity of a 

knowledge sharing process. However, not all are in agreement as to the use of ontologies 

as a panacea for the knowledge sharing process (Correa da Silva et al., 2002). Their 

research highlights a number o f shortcomings with regards to ontologies, including the
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difficulty o f reuse, and the difficulty o f sharing inference, semantic, and group 

knowledge. Implications o f ontological research within the knowledge management 

domain provided structure on dealing with the cognitive overload that knowledge objects 

can cause in an information overloaded environment.

Information Retrieval

As a precursor to the knowledge management literature, some pertinent insights 

can be gained from the information retrieval literature and the document management 

literature. Document management systems have existed for a number o f years and can 

arguably be considered some of the earliest forms o f knowledge management systems. 

Sprague (1995) describes how information systems managers, if  properly prepared, can 

take the next step beyond managing text and numbers to managing electronic document 

objects. These objects may take the form o f contracts, email/voicemail, video clips, 

meeting transcripts, drawings/blueprints/photographs, or any number o f object types.

The contributions o f this research include the idea that managing knowledge objects is 

different from managing basic text and numbers. Additionally, Gordon and Moore 

(1999) develop a foundation for a "readying system" that examines how a document is 

used and the purpose for which it is used. This readying system is a new type of 

information system developed with a formal language to help knowledge workers 

retrieve knowledge documents in a more effective manner.

One o f the primary research streams within the information retrieval literature is 

document management. Several researchers have focused specifically on information
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retrieval within a document management perspective (Gordon, 1997; Blair, 2002a,

2002b; Blair & Kimbrough, 2002). Similar to the ontological based research in 

knowledge management which focuses on knowledge sharing, the information retrieval 

research largely focuses on knowledge sharing by improving methods o f search. The 

information retrieval community largely agrees that providing fiill text search and/or 

faster better ways for indexing is not the solution to the business world’s problem of 

information overload (Moore et al., 1990; Blair & Kimbrough, 2002; Blair, 2002a, 

2002b). Information retrieval researchers are constantly trying to find the new and 

improved search and retrieval mechanisms. As an example, exemplary documents have 

been suggested as templates o f best practices from which to develop indexing schemes 

(Blair & Kimbrough, 2002).

Blair (2002b) draws a distinction between retrieving data and retrieving 

documents. His definition o f document retrieval actually can be directly applied to a 

knowledge management environment and KMS retrieval. Fundamentally, the differences 

include; direct vs. indirect searches, different success criterion, and different speed 

dependencies. Table 3 identifies five major distinctions between data and document 

(knowledge) retrieval.
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Table 3

Differences between Data and Knowledge Retrieval Systems (Source: Blair, 2002a)

Dali- Ret:ievc

H V-'.: V vant to know X”) Indirect ( ' 't  to know about X”)

Necessary relation between a formal 
query and the representation o f a 
satisfactory answer

Probabilistic relation between a formal 
query and the representation o f a 
satisfactory answer

Criterion of success = correctness Criterion of success = utility

Speed dependent on the time o f physical 
access

Speed dependent on the number o f logical 
decisions the searcher must make

Scales easily Does not scale easily

The distinction between “direct” and “indirect” is in direct retrieval the correct 

answer is there and you know it, whereas in indirect retrieval a correct answer may or 

may not exist. The distinction between the criteria for success differs as well between a 

data retrieval system and a knowledge retrieval system. In a data retrieval system success 

is related to correctness, that is, the correct answer(s) is (are) retrieved and there is no 

ambiguity. In successful knowledge retrieval experiences the system retrieves the most 

relevant knowledge object(s). Relevance is thus determined via utility which is a much 

more ambiguous measure of success. In data retrieval environments speed can be 

controlled via faster hardware and software techniques. In knowledge retrieval 

environments speed is less related to the hardware and software, but rather more related 

to the knowledge workers trial and error attempts and number o f iterations they utilize in 

their search effort. Finally, there is the issue o f scaling. In data retrieval systems 

hardware and software can be used to scale the system easily. Going from 100 to one
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million data records is relatively easy. Moving up to one billion, or even one trillion, 

data records can be handled with simple additions o f appropriate hardware. However, 

moving from 100 to one million knowledge objects can have highly negative impacts on 

knowledge retrieval. Search and retrieval strategies must be adjusted for the knowledge 

worker in order for knowledge retrieval to be effective.

Keywords versus Classifications.

An additional set o f literature that is examined pertains to codification/ 

classification systems and keyword usage (the term keyword is used in this study to mean 

both keyword and keyword phrases). Keywords play an important role in information 

retrieval, yet they have their shortcomings as well. These shortcomings include; 

ambiguity, forced recollection, user’s spelling ability, and a lack o f controlled vocabulary 

to name a few. Often to overcome these limitations classification categories are 

developed. Perhaps the most widely recognized work on keyword classification systems 

within the IS community is the work o f Barki et al. (1988, 1993). They have developed a 

classification system commonly referred to as the ISRL (Information Systems Research 

Literature) categories. These categories were developed based on keyword usage in top 

IS journals and is utilized by leading IS journals including M IS Quarterly.

Similar to the methods used by Barki et al. (1988, 1993) other IS researchers have 

used analysis o f publications to develop classification schemes (Neufeld & Staples, 2002; 

Vessey et al., 2002; Swanson & Ramiller, 1993; Gorla & Walker, 1998). Vessey et al. 

(2002) analyzed the diversity within the IS discipline and its journals. They produced a
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classification scheme based on the following five categories; reference discipline, level o f 

analysis, topic, research approach, and research method. Similarly, Swanson and 

Ramiller's (1993) paper on information systems research thematics analyzed submissions 

to a new joumal to discover themes and relationships among IS research. Neufeld et al. 

(2002) explored the relationship o f IS topics published in non-IS business disciplines 

(such as accounting, marketing, etc.).

Gorla and Walker (1998) suggest that searches can not be effective unless an 

unambiguous keyword list is universally accepted. Findings from their research show the 

frequency o f keyword use is low primarily due to ambiguities such as:

• Errors in spelling;

• Inconsistencies o f abbreviations;

• Improper combining of no-similar terms;

• Inconsistent spelling o f words;

• Inconsistent compounding of words;

• Redundant keywords.

This leads to an unnecessarily faster growing domain o f keywords that ends up 

making information retrieval more difficult. Gorla and Walker collected their data from 

the ART/Inform database for the top MIS journals from 1984-1994. Their analysis was 

performed on 14,676 articles, 3305 keywords, and 121,548 occurrences o f those 

keywords.

Similarly, LaBrie and St. Louis (2003) found severe limitation with keyword and 

keyword searching. Their study examined 1791 keyword used in 608 articles over a 27
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year period for the IS joumal M IS Quarterly producing 2885 keyword-article 

relationships. While keywords are generally thought to be common identifiers to relate 

similar documents the finding from their study showed that 77% o f all keywords were 

used only once, and another 13% o f keywords were used only twice. This left only 10% 

of the keywords that were used three or more times. These results help to illustrate the 

difficulty in searching for articles based on keywords.

One o f the largest contributing factors to the problems with keywords is that 

authors are allowed to choose any words they want as keyword phrases. This leads to all 

sorts o f ambiguous results. As an example, take the case o f  somebody looking for 

articles on “system design” in M IS Quarterly. They would retrieve three articles. Are 

there really only three articles published in MIS Quarterly about system design? A closer 

inspection o f the data suggests that is far from the trath. Table 4 shows several variations 

of a “system design” query and the number o f articles with that keyword phrase.
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Table 4

Keyword Query o f  “System Design ’

System Design (original query) 3
Systems Design 10
System Designs 0
Systems Designs 1
System Analysis and Design 0
Systems Analysis and Design 4
Information System Design 2
Information Systems Design 8
MIS Systems Design 1
Participative System Design 1
System Design Methods 1
Expert Systems Design 1
Impact and Socio-Technical Systems Design 1
TOTAL 34

Table 4 shows over a 10-fold increase in the possible number o f articles about System 

Design. While it may be argued that some o f these are more restrictive versions o f 

system design (i.e. Expert Systems Design or Participative System Design), a strong case 

can be made that there is no difference between:

• System Design;

• Systems Design;

• System Designs;

• Systems Designs.

Yet depending on how the query is stated the results may be zero (system designs) 

or 10 (systems design).
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Similarly, plurals and abbreviations are also causes for knowledge workers not to 

be able to retrieve accurate information. Take another popular topic from the information 

systems research field, decision support systems. In this same data set articles were 

found that had keyword phrases of;

• Decision Support System;

• Decision Support Systems;

• DSS;

• Decision Support Systems (DSS);

• Decision Support.

While it might be argued that decision support varies significantly from decision 

support systems, the case could be made that there is no fundamental difference between 

decision support system, decision support systems, decision support systems (DSS), and 

DSS.

This issue is one o f the primary problems that ontology research is directly 

attempting to address. Furthermore, intelligent search research, largely being explored in 

the computer science and engineering disciplines, is making incremental advances in the 

area o f information retrieval. For example, full-text searches now allow knowledge 

workers to search abstracts or entire bodies o f text rather than limiting their querying 

capabilities to just the keywords provided by the author(s). Furthermore, advances in 

search algorithms including the integration of artificial intelligence (Al) and fuzzy logic 

can help. As an example Top-k selection queries can be used to find values without 

requiring exact matches (Chaudhuri and Gravano, 1999; Chen and Ling, 2002). While
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recognizing these advances, it seems that much o f the business and academic world has 

yet to incorporate these advances into their knowledge management systems.

As mentioned previously, classification schemes such as the ACM Classification 

Codes and MIS Quarterly’s ISRL have been developed, theoretically, to address various 

keyword limitations. By forcing authors to adhere to a controlled vocabulary, one in 

which keywords must be selected from a predetermined list; many o f the ambiguity 

barriers o f keyword searching are alleviated. This, in theory, should produce better 

search results.

In that same study, LaBrie and St. Louis (2003) also measured classification 

scheme usage. The findings of which were very interesting. The analysis o f 

classification codes mirrored those o f the keyword findings quite closely. The data set 

employed 613 unique categorization classifications, occurring 2287 times over 587 

articles (21 articles did not provide classification categories). Articles that did not 

provide any classification categories were typically: issues and opinions, research notes, 

or introductions to special issues. Like keywords, classification categories are meant to 

create similar groupings -  in this context that would equate to grouping o f similar 

articles. Upon a close inspection o f the classification categories used on the MIS 

Quarterly articles we make two observations: I) a very small set are used over and over 

again to classify the article in the most generic sense, and 2) like keywords, the bulk o f 

the classifications are used a relatively small numbers o f times. 45% o f all classification 

codes were used only once, another 18% of the classification codes where used only by 

two articles, leaving 37% of the classification codes to be used three or more times.
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It appears based on this analysis that classification codes arc doing little to help 

solve keyword limitations. Classification codes have their own set o f limitations. First is 

an understanding o f their codes. Very few people know, or for that matter, care that 

HA0301 is the ISRL classification code for Group DSS. Basically, the code is a key field 

with some semantic meaning. H = Information Systems, A = Types o f Information 

Systems, 03 = DSS, and 01 = Group DSS. To effectively use these classification codes a 

knowledge management systems should provide search mechanisms for both the codes 

and the text representations o f the codes. Unfortunately most do not, many only provide 

search mechanisms for the actual code (i.e. HA0301) and do not provide a search 

interface to browse the classification code hierarchy.

Second, classification codes, by their very nature in attempting to force a standard 

set o f keywords, are outdated almost immediately. For example, there is no classification 

codes in the ISRL that represent E-Commerce or XML, but clearly there have been 

articles written on these topics. As such they must be updated periodically. For example 

the ACM Classification codes have been updated in 1964 (original), 1982, 1983, 1987, 

1991, and 1998 (current). ISRL was created in 1988, and updated in 1993. Recently, 

(Weber, 2003) Rivard, Barki and Talbot asked M IS Quarterly i f  they would like a 

revision to the ISRL classification scheme. Interestingly enough the request was denied 

by the editorial board, and in fact, the ISRL classification scheme has been dropped by 

M IS Quarterly. Some of the factors that led to their decision included: the advances in 

full-text search engines, database providers providing their own classifications, and the
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issue o f a fast changing IS discipline that requires more frequent updates to its 

vocabulary.

To overcome the limitations commonly found with classification schemes and 

address the ambiguity issues with pure free form keywords Chapter Four o f this 

dissertation develops and presents a dynamic, real-time, visual tree-view hierarchy 

classification scheme architecture that can be utilized in knowledge management systems 

to improve search efficiencies. This research extends the discussion to include a 

demonstration that classification schemes can overcome some o f these limitations. It also 

suggests an infrastructure framework that may be more conducive to information 

retrieval from knowledge management systems.

Recall versus Recognition

As mentioned previously, theory from the psychology reference discipline, 

specifically the cognitive psychology domain, plays a very important role in the 

development o f this experiment and the formulation o f the hypotheses. Recall versus 

recognition can best be illustrated via typical test questions. Driscoll (2000) illustrates 

this with the following two questions:
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1. What does the word esoteric mean?

2. Which o f the following words is the best synonym for esoteric?

a. Essential

b. Mystical

c. Terrific

d. Evident

Recall is illustrated by the first question in which few clues are provided. The 

answerer must formulate an answer, or number o f answers and then choose the most 

plausible. With recognition, the answers are already generated, the answerer need only to 

recognize which one is correct.

Recall, or rather free recall, has been studied in great depth by psychologists since 

the late 1800s. This body of research was popularized by Ebbinghaus’s 1885 monograph 

on an experimental investigation into memory (Ebbinghaus, 1913) where recall o f 

nonsense syllables was measured over time. This led to the Ebbinghaus Forgetting 

Fimction, which has been reconfirmed time and time again over the decades (Anderson, 

1995) and now is considered in psychology as the power law o f forgetting. It wasn’t 

until the late 1960s that experiments o f recall versus recognition became popular (Bower 

et al., 1969; Kintsch, 1968; Brown, 1976; Lockart et al. 1976; Anderson et al., 1998; 

Clark, 1999). The basis o f these findings were that in experiments o f free recall versus 

recognition it has been largely shown that recognition routinely outperforms recall in 

retrieval accuracy, especially when the information was organized hierarchically. In 

further support o f hierarchically-based recognition search strategies Simon (2001) states:
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Thus search processes may be viewed -  as they have been in most 

discussions o f problem solving -  as processes for seeking a problem 

solution. But they can be viewed more generally as processes for 

gathering information about problem structures that will ultimately be 

valuable in discovering a problem solution. The later viewpoint is more 

general than the former in a significant sense, in that it suggests that 

information obtained along any particular branch o f a search tree may be 

used in many contexts besides the one in which it was generated. Only a 

few problem-solving programs exist today that can be regarded as moving 

even a modest distance from the earlier more limited viewpoint to the 

newer one. (p. 127)

Simon (2001) continues developing this discussion by suggesting that the shape o f a 

search design should be hierarchical.

Recall and recognition research has progressed over time Ifom Ebbinghaus’ 

forgetting fimction through modem theories such as general recognition theory (GRT) 

and adaptive character o f  thought theory proposed and advanced by Anderson and 

colleagues (1997). To help illustrate the historical development o f the research leading 

up to modem day understanding o f recall and recognition Table 5 presents a historical 

timeline. These theories will form the basis for the hypotheses addressing accuracy in 

Chapter 3.
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Table 5

Historical Timeline o f  Recall versus Recognition Research

v u t A.'thCT Vo PCibl i«0 gi
1885 -  Ebbinghaus Experimental investigation o f human memory -  recall 

and the Ebbinghaus forgetting function
1956 -  Miller “The magical number 7 ± 2” and the idea o f “chunking”
1962 -  Simon Linking memory searches to hierarchies
1968 -  Atkinson & Shiffrin Atkinson-Shifffon model o f human memory (recall 

processed serially, recognition processed in parallel)
1969 -  Bower et al. Recall versus recognition experiments
1973 -  Bower & Anderson Human Associative Memory (HAM) theory
1986 -  Ashby & Townsend General recognition theory (GRT)
1996 -  Anderson Adaptive Character o f Thought theory(ACT)
1997 -  Anderson et al. ACT-R

Effort versus Accuracy

There has been substantial research within information systems on the work effort 

and accuracy (Todd & Benbasat, 1992; Vessey, 1994; Speier & Morris, 2003). Effort 

versus accuracy plays an important factor in this research due to the fact that even if  a 

more accurate way of knowledge retrieval could be demonstrated, if  it takes substantially 

more effort to utilize then it may not be effective to implement. In the Todd and 

Benbasat (1992) article, they discuss effort and decision quality. By introducing decision 

aides, they sought to determine if  there was a difference in effort for those that used 

decision aids and those that did not.

Speier and Morris (2003) test a research model that examines query interface 

design for decision performance. Similar to the model tested in this research, the Speier 

and Morris model provides two interfaces to complete a task. One interface is visual 

while the other is text based. Their experimental task is searching for a house for
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possible rental or purchase, whereas the research presented in this dissertation presents 

several document retrieval scenarios. Their visual interface provides a geographical 

information systems (GIS) interface for searching for homes that match the stated 

criteria. Their text-based interface is a traditional query interface found in a typical 

database application. In their experiment design, Speier and Morris also employ both a 

low and high level o f task complexity. The task complexity was basically manipulated 

via additional criteria including both “necessary” and “desirable” factors. The top 

solutions (homes) were determined a priori, and subjects were judged against those 

solutions. Besides capturing the data from the task, they also collected data on subject’s 

spatial ability and work effort. The model in this research manipulates experience and 

result set size where Speier and Morris manipulate task complexity and spatial ability. 

Their dependent variable, what Speier and Morris term decision outcomes, was measured 

by three factors -  a work effort instrument, accuracy, and time, whereas in the current 

study retrieval effectiveness is measured by accuracy time, work effort, and satisfaction. 

Figure 5 presents the Speier and Morris research model.
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Figure 5. The Speier and Morris query interface research model (Source: Speier & 

Morris, 2003).

Based on a pool o f 372 undergraduate students, with little to know prior database 

experience, their results found support for:

• Subjective mental workload (work effort) will be lower with visual 

querying than with text-based querying when task complexity is high.

• Decision accuracy will be higher with text-based querying than with visual 

querying when task complexity is low.

• Decision accuracy will be higher with visual querying than with text-based 

querying when task complexity is high.

• Decision accuracy will be higher with high spatial ability decision makers 

than with low spatial decision makers when using visual querying.
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Interestingly, they did not find the predicted results on the following two hypotheses:

• Decision time will be faster with text-based querying than with visual 

querying when task complexity is low.

• Decision time will be faster with visual querying than with text-based 

querjdng when task complexity is high.

The data showed that it actually took less time using the visual interface for low 

complexity tasks and more time using the visual interface for high complexity tasks. The 

finding from Speier and Morris (2003) play an important role in the development o f the 

model and hypotheses presented in Chapter 3.

Experience in Information Systems Research

When dealing with cognitive loading issues on task performance it is important to 

take into account the difference between experienced and novice users. Benbasat and 

colleagues have studied the theoretical foundations for including experience in IS 

research models (Dhaliwal and Benbasat, 1996; Gregor & Benbasat, 1999; Mao & 

Benbasat, 2000). In this research Benbasat and colleagues find support in prior theory 

that experience can play both a moderating role and have direct effects on information 

systems research dependent variables. Markus (2001) further differentiates between 

expert and novices users in developing her theory o f knowledge reuse.

Gregor & Benbasat (1999) as well as Bedard (1989) note that finding a generally 

accepted definition o f experience is not a simple task. Even more difficult, however, is 

finding ways o f operationalizing the construct. Some researchers have used professional
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qualifications and years o f experience, while others have used some form o f pretest 

activity to the actual experimental task to be performed. In this research self-reported 

survey items are used in an attempt to capture user experience. Those items are detailed 

in Chapter 4.

This chapter has provided a foundational understanding o f the breadth of 

knowledge management research an presents specifically where this research fits within 

that scheme. Furthermore, it has presented relevant research in support o f the differences 

between data and knowledge retrieval. Cognitive psychology literature has been 

presented on recall and recognition, effort versus accuracy, and the role o f experience in 

information systems research. The next chapter will develop the research model and 

based on this survey o f prior research and present directional hypotheses that are tested in 

the experiment conducted for this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 3 

MODEL AND HYPOTHESES 

This section develops the research model used in this experiment based on 

insights gathered from the review o f prior literature presented in Chapter 2. Following 

the research model, this section then presents the research hypotheses that will be tested 

by this experiment. The chapter concludes with a summary o f all the hypotheses.

Research Model

The recent study by Speier and Morris (2003) provides support for this research in 

a number ways. First, it suggests that information retrieval is still a topic worthy of 

further investigation. Visual versus text-based decision support research in information 

systems is still sparse, with some notable exceptions such as Todd and Benbasat’s (1992) 

decision aids experiment and Vessey’s (1991) table versus chart literature review.

Second, it supports a number o f the experimental design decisions made for this 

experiment, including a visual versus text-based interface, a manipulation o f a 

moderating experimental variable (they used task complexity, this experiment employs 

result set size), and the decision to capture work effort data from the subjects. Figure 6 

depicts the research model for this experiment.
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H2.1 -H 2.4

H4.1 - H4.4

H1.1 -H 1.4

H5.1 -  H5.4

H3.1 -H 3 .4

SEARCH
INTERFACE
(Keyword or 

Visual)

EXPERIENCE 
(Low or High)

RESULT SET SIZE 
(Small, Medium, 

Large)

RETRIEVAL 
EFFECTIVENESS 
(Accuracy, Time, 
W ork Effort, and 

Satisfaction)

Figure 6. Research model for retrieval effectiveness.

The objective o f this research is to focus on the search and retrieval aspects o f a 

typical knowledge management systems. Within that defined scope the following 

research question is being investigated:

Does the cognitive loading o f  search mechanisms impact the effectiveness 

o f knowledge retrieval?

Where cognitive loading refers to a recall or recognition paradigm; the search 

mechanism is either a text-based keyword search function or a visual hierarchical- 

based search function; and effectiveness is measured via the following four 

factors: Accuracy, timeliness, work effort, and satisfaction.
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Hypotheses

Given the research model based on the research question the following 

hypotheses are proposed to investigate whether knowledge management systems are 

employing the most effective means for accurate information retrieval. The hypotheses 

are broke down as follows:

• A set o f main effect hypotheses between the independent variable search interface 

and the four dimensions o f dependent variable retrieval effectiveness (Hypotheses 

1.1 -1 .4 ) .

• A set o f main effect hypotheses between the independent variable result set size 

and the four dimensions o f dependent variable retrieval effectiveness (Hypotheses 

2 .1 -2 .4 ).

•  A  set o f main effect hypotheses between the independent variable experience and 

the four dimensions of dependent variable retrieval effectiveness (Hypotheses 3.1 

-  3.4).

•  A set o f interaction effect hypotheses between the independent variables search 

interface and result set size with the four dimensions o f dependent variable 

retrieval effectiveness (Hypotheses 4.1 -  4.4).

•  A set o f interaction effect hypotheses between the independent variables search 

interface and experience with the four dimensions o f dependent variable retrieval 

effectiveness (Hypotheses 5.1 -  5.4).
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Search Interface on Retrieval Effectiveness.

The first set o f hypotheses tests the main effect o f search interface on retrieval 

effectiveness. Directional hypotheses between search interface and each o f  the four 

dimensions (accuracy, time, work effort, and satisfaction) o f retrieval effectiveness are 

presented.

General Recognition Theory (Ashby & Townsend, 1986) forms the support for 

Hypothesis 1.1. Cognitive psychology has extensively studied information retention and 

retrieval. In particular the debate o f  recall (keyword) versus recognition (visual) has long 

been studied. Results have found that recognition is typically a more accurate retrieval 

method then recall (Bower et al. 1969, Anderson, 1995). In fact, Anderson concludes 

that, “retrieval of information is facilitated if  it is organized hierarchically” (Anderson, 

1995 p.223). Hence, the formation o f hypothesis 1.1:

Hypothesis 1.1: Knowledge management systems that employ a visual 

tree-view hierarchy search interface will produce more accurate results 

than knowledge management systems that employ a text-based keyword 

search interface.

Or more formally:

Hypothesis 1.1a: Visual tree-view retrieval interface-based knowledge 

management systems will produce few er Type I  (fals e-positives) errors 

than text-based keyword retrieval interface-based knowledge management 

systems. 

and
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Hypothesis L ib :  Visual tree-tree retrieval interface-based knowledge 

management systems will produce few er Type II  (fals e-negatives) errors 

than text-based keyword retrieval interface-based knowledge management 

systems.

The logic behind hypothesis two can be described via the following scenario. 

Suppose you are an IS researcher and have a document management system that contains 

various research articles. You are doing research on the Technology Acceptance Model 

(TAM) and you would like to find all the articles that have tested TAM (Davis, 1989). 

Presume that the system actually has 10 articles that truly tested TAM. Through your 

querying of the system you discover 9 articles. However, upon closer inspection o f those 

articles only seven o f them truly tested TAM. You have found only 70% o f all the 

relevant articles. Furthermore, you have produced 2 false positives, which waste your 

time by not providing the information you requested, and 3 false negatives, or 3 articles 

that you should have found, but did not find.

A knowledge worker, given enough time, may be able to find all 10 o f the 

relevant TAM articles by running multiple queries. Hypothesis 1.2 suggests that using a 

visual tree-view hierarchical search interface will typically produce slower, but perhaps 

more accurate, results based on the knowledge worker browsing through various branch 

and leaf nodded in their search to discover accurate results. Users will spend less time 

using a text-based keyword search interface because after exhausting the list o f keywords 

they recall, the knowledge worker will end their search process.
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□  Hypothesis 1.2: Users o f  knowledge management systems that employ 

visual tree-view retrieval interfaces will spend more time searching than 

users o f  knowledge management systems that employ text-based keyword 

retrieval interfaces.

Mental work load plays a factor in the day-to-day routines o f knowledge workers, 

to the point where mental fatigue can cause a decrease in performance. Given that 

assumption it would be wise to develop knowledge management systems that tax the 

knowledge workers’ mental work effort less. Instruments have been developed to test the 

subjective mental workload o f subjects (Hart & Staveland, 1988). These instruments 

have been applied to the study o f subjects involved with using computer based 

information systems (Speier & Morris, 2003; Morris et al., 1999). Based on the visual 

aspect o f the system, and the workloads associated with recall versus recognition the 

following hypothesis is posited:

Hypothesis 1.3: Knowledge management systems that employ visual tree- 

view hierarchy search interfaces will use less work effort than knowledge 

management systems that employ text-based keyword search interfaces. 

Satisfaction has been a popular construct o f  study within information systems 

(Parikh et al., 2001; Gelderman, 2002; Doll & Torkzadeh, 1988)

The research conducted in this experiment focuses on two specific aspects o f user 

satisfaction: the process and the results. Primarily the perspective this research takes is 

based on computer-user feedback. Because o f the visual nature o f the tree-view 

hierarchy and the immediate display of results during the search investigation time it is
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posited that satisfaction will be higher in the visual tree-view hierarchy based search 

interface. Hence, hypothesis 1.4 states:

Hypothesis 1.4: Knowledge management systems that employ visual tree- 

view hierarchy search interfaces will have a higher degree o f  satisfaction 

than knowledge management systems that employ text-based keyword 

search interfaces.

Result set Size on Retrieval Effectiveness.

The second set o f hypotheses tests the main effect o f result set size on retrieval 

effectiveness. Directional hypotheses between result set size and each o f the four 

dimensions (accuracy, time, work effort, and satisfaction) o f retrieval effectiveness are 

presented.

Blair (2002a, 2002b) makes a point that document (or knowledge) retrieval 

systems do not scale as well as data retrieval systems. That is, finding the hire date o f the 

employee with the ID o f 123-45-6789 is not any more difficult in an HR database with 

1000 employee records or with 100,000 employee records. However, if  a user searches a 

document management system and requests documents on “knowledge management” 

perhaps 50 out o f 1000 (5%) documents are returned and a portion o f those are relevant 

to the knowledge worker. Running that same query on a document management system 

that has 100,000 documents would return 5000 documents. While a knowledge worker 

might be able to easily navigate through 50 documents, they will be hard pressed to 

search through 5000 documents. This problem, Blair suggests, will require the
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knowledge searcher to submit substantially different, even semantically different, queries 

than they would on a smaller system.

While this experiment does not provide different sized data sets, it does attempt, 

in an altemative way, to emulate this issue by manipulating the size o f result sets. By 

experimentally manipulating the result set sizes this experiment emulates large sizes.

The amount o f data is posited to play a role in the accuracy o f information retrieval.

Given a small data set it may not matter which retrieval mechanism is used. That is, if  

there are only 20 documents to sort through in deciding which one may help solve the 

particular problem at hand, then either architecture (relational or dimensional) could 

possibly retum very similar levels o f accuracy. However, as the result set size grows 

beyond the human capacity to process (Simon, 1976; Baddeley, 1994; Miller, 1956), it is 

posited that the visual tree-view hierarchy o f the dimensional architecture will provide 

more accurate results over a text-based keyword search o f the relational architecture.

This is due to the structured nature o f  the knowledge hierarchies that allow for navigation 

o f the data versus guesswork on the part o f the relational system.

Incorporating result set size with the four dimensions o f retrieval effectiveness the 

following hypotheses are presented:

Hypothesis 2.1: As result set size increases retrieval accuracy will 

decrease.

Hypothesis 2.2: As result set size increases search time will increase.

Hypothesis 2.3: As result set size increases work effort will increase.

Hypothesis 2.4: As result set size increases satisfaction will decrease.
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Experience on Retrieval Effectiveness.

Regardless o f user interface design o f a knowledge management system the 

underlying technology is always going to be some form o f database management system. 

Given that, it is posited that those with database management system experience will be 

able to utilize the knowledge management system more effectively, thus resulting in 

higher levels o f information retrieval accuracy. Hence, hypothesis 3.1 states:

Hypothesis 3.1: Subjects with more experience in searching will have 

higher information retrieval accuracy than subjects with less search 

experience.

Likewise, with experience come speed efficiencies. The more one has 

performed a certain type o f task successfully in the past the quicker they become 

at it. Based on the ‘practice makes perfect’ principle hypothesis 3.2 posits:

Hypothesis 3.2: Subjects with more experience in searching will perform  

searches faster than subjects with less search experience.

Similar to speed, those with experience will need to exert less effort, thus; 

Hypothesis 3.3: Subjects with more experience in searching will use less 

effort than subjects with less search experience.

Typically those that know how to do something well are generally more 

satisfied with their work because they lack the fhistration factor, thus leading to; 

Hypothesis 3.4: Subjects with more experience in searching will be more 

satisfied than subjects with less search experience.
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Hypothesis 3.4 should hold true to a point. For it has been shown in 

database studies with experienced database developers they would prefer to use 

SQL language versus a query-by-example user interface. I f  this holds true in this 

study then there may be a confounding effect affecting the analysis o f this 

hypothesis.

Search Interface and Result set Size on Retrieval Effectiveness.

The fourth set o f hypotheses posits that there is a moderating role played by result 

set size on the effect that search interface has on retrieval effectiveness. Once again 

directional hypotheses between search interface and result set size on each o f the four 

dimensions (accuracy, time, work effort, and satisfaction) o f retrieval effectiveness are 

presented.

When it comes to information retrieval size does matter (Blair 2002a, 2002b). 

Information overload can quickly come into play when performing information retrieval 

tasks. The experiment tests for this moderating effect o f search result set size on the two 

different search interfaces.

Hypothesis 4.1: As the result set size increases the difference in accuracy

between search interfaces will increase negatively.

Hypothesis 4.1 suggests that in small result sets there may be little to no 

difference in accuracy between search interfaces, where as in large result sets 

those differences in accuracy will be much greater. As an example, if  there are 

only four articles to be found in a knowledge repository, both search interfaces
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may produce a very high percentage o f those articles. Conversely, as the result 

set size gets very large the difference in accuracy will increase such that the visual 

tree-view hierarchical search interface will produce more accurate results than the 

text-based keyword search interface.

Hypothesis 4.2: As the result set size increases the difference in time 

between search interfaces will increase positively.

Hypothesis 4.2 is based on the assumption that with larger result sets 

keyword search users will give up the search faster than those searching via 

browsing the hierarchy. This should lead to a larger o f proportion o f time to be 

spent on the hierarchical search with the increase in size.

Hypothesis 4.3: As the result set size increases the difference in work 

effort between search interfaces will increase positively.

Similar to the timing issues with hypothesis 4.2, assuming that the 

keyword searcher will give up earlier on the larger result set sizes this lead to a 

larger o f proportion o f work effort to be spent on the hierarchical search with the 

increase in size.

With respects to the influencing effects o f result set size on the search 

interface with respects to satisfaction it is posited that the difference will increase.

This is due to the belief that satisfaction with the keyword search interface will 

remain relatively constant, whereas the satisfaction of the hierarchy search 

interface will drop, due to information overload, with large result sets.
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Hypothesis 4.4: As the result set size increases the difference in 

satisfaction between search interfaces will increase negatively.

Search Interface and Experience on Retrieval Effectiveness.

The fifth and final set o f hypotheses posits that there is a moderating role played 

by experience on the effect that search interface has on retrieval effectiveness. Once 

again directional hypotheses between search interface and experience on each o f the four 

dimensions (accuracy, time, work effort, and satisfaction) o f retrieval effectiveness are 

presented.

Very experienced users will perform well regardless of their tools, thus it is 

posited that there will be less o f a difference between high experienced user and their 

search interface choice and low experience users. The experiment tests for this 

moderating effect o f experience on the two different search interfaces in terms of 

accuracy with the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 5.1: As user experience increases the difference in accuracy 

between search interfaces will decrease positively.

Hypothesis 5.2 is based on the assumption that with higher experience 

keyword search users will finish the search task faster than those searching via 

browsing the hierarchy. This should lead to a larger proportion o f time spent on 

the visual search with the increase in experience.

Hypothesis 5.2: As user experience increases the difference in time 

between search interfaces will increase negatively.
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Similar to accuracy, experienced users are going to put forth less work 

effort. Assuming they know what they are doing and have done a task over and 

over to become proficient in it. This phenomenon, known as automaticity 

(Anderson, 1995), supports the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 5.3: As user experience increases the difference in work effort 

between search interfaces will decrease negatively.

The influencing effects o f experience on the search interface with respects 

to satisfaction it is posited that the difference will decrease negatively.

Hypothesis 5.4: As experience increases the difference in satisfaction 

between search interfaces will decrease negatively.

With respects to hypothesis 5.4, this negative decrease may actually show 

a crossover within the data suggesting that the top most experienced users may in 

fact be more satisfied with the traditional keyword search interface.

Summary o f  Hypotheses

Table 6 presents a summary o f all the hypotheses to be tested in this 

experiment.
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Summary o f  Hypotheses
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H l.l Accuracy Less More
H1.2 Time Faster Slower
H1.3 Work Effort More Less
H1.4 Satisfaction Lower Higher
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H2.1 Accuracy Higher Lower
H2.2 Time Faster Slower
H2.3 Work Effort Less More
H2.4 Satisfaction Higher Lower

I. t» 4 1 Hi 1 cs'> Lxpp!‘cnoe BfOre hxpc'tciUnj ^

H3.1 Accuracy Lower Higher
H3.2 Time Slower Faster
H3.3 Work Effort More Less
H3.4 Satisfaction Lower Higher

H4.1: Accuracy As result set size increases the difference in accuracy increases 
negatively (higher accuracy for hierarchy in larger result sets)

H4.2: Time As result set size increases difference in time increases positively 
(more time for hierarchy in larger result sets)

H4.3; Work Effort As result set size increases difference in work effort increases 
positively (more effort for hierarchy in larger result sets)

H4.4: Satisfaction 

H5.1: Accuracy

As result set size increases difference in satisfaction increases 
negatively (lower satisfaction for hierarchy in larger result sets)
S. N IJV,̂  i-l ICv t
As experience increases the difference in accuracy decreases 

positively (higher accuracy for hierarchy in larger result sets)
H5.2: Time As experience grows the difference in time increases negatively 

(more time for hierarchy in larger result sets)
H5.3: Work Effort As experience increases the difference in work effort decreases 

negatively (more effort for hierarchy in larger result sets)
H5.4: Satisfaction As experience increases the difference in satisfaction decreases 

negatively (such that a very experienced user may prefer a 
keyword search interface over a visual search interface)
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CHAPTER 4 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This chapter describes the experiment that tests the hypotheses developed in the 

previous chapter. This chapter focusses specifically on the experimental design, the 

variables and their measurements, subject selection and their incentives, and how the 

instrument was built. This chapter concludes with a walkthrough o f the experiment.

Experimental Design

A mixed three factor within subject factorial design was used for this experiment. 

A laboratory experiment with a 2 x 3 x 2 experimental design was developed to test the 

hypotheses presented in Chapter 3. An experiment was chosen as the most appropriate 

methodology for this research because of its strength for showing plausible causal 

inference (Shadish et al., 2002) and providing the highest level o f internal validity 

(Trochim, 2001). This is done by minimizing the influence o f independent variables not 

pertinent to the investigation (Kerlinger & Lee, 2000). The design o f this experiment is 

considered a mixed factor design (Keppel, 1991) because two factors (Search Type and 

Experience) are manipulated as a between subject measures. Subjects are randomly 

assigned only one o f the search interfaces and are o f only one type o f experience (low or 

high), while the other factor (Result Set Size) is a within subject repeated measure, that is 

all subjects will be randomly given all three result set scenarios.
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Search Interface.

The two factors manipulated in this experiment are search interface (keyword 

versus hierarchy, between subjects) and result set size (large, medium, and small, within 

subject). For the search interface manipulation two different search interfaces were 

developed. The first (control) search interface employs a traditional text-based keyword 

search interface. Subjects randomly assigned to use this interface enter a keyword or 

keyword phrase into a textbox on a form and the system returns articles related to that 

keyword from and underlying relational database management system. This text-based 

keyword search interface also allowed for the use o f wildcard searches. This feature was 

enabled to ensure the search capabilities o f this system were as similar as possible to 

keyword search interfaces available in today’s typical knowledge management systems 

and search engines available on the Internet. Figure 7 presents the text-based keyword 

search interface. Appendix A provides all of the screens for the keyword search 

knowledge management system that is utilized in this experiment.
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Figure 7. The keyword search interface.

The second (treatment) search interface employs a visual tree-view hierarchy 

based on a multidimensional data set created from the original relational data set used for 

the keyword search interface. This visual tree-view hierarchical search allows for 

knowledge users to navigate up and down a tree-view control to search for related 

articles. Figure 8 presents the search interface used in the visual tree-view hierarchy 

treatment group. Appendix B provides all o f the screens for the visual search knowledge 

management system that is utilized in this experiment.
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Figure 8. The visual search interface.

Result set Size.

Result set size is the second independent variable in this experimental design. 

Result set size consisted o f three manipulations (large, medium, and small), all of which 

were measured for each subject in both the control and treatment groups. The result set 

size variable was balanced via a randomization function within the system so that the
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scenarios were presented randomly to the subjects. All subjects received all three 

scenarios, the order o f  which was randomly generated.

Careful consideration was taken in developing the scenarios so that they would 

retum a wide spectrum o f correct results -  one large result set, one medium result set, and 

one small result set. No guidelines were found during the literature review as to what 

appropriately constitutes a small, medium, or large result sets. For the purpose o f this 

research the correct results for the large scenario constitutes a set which represents 20% 

of the total population of the original data, or 120 correct joumal articles. Correct results 

for the medium scenario constitutes a set which represents between 6-7% o f the total 

population o f the original data, or 40 correct joum al articles. Correct results for the small 

scenario constituted a set which represents between 1-2% o f the total population of the 

original data, or 10 correct joumal articles.

Initially nine scenarios (three o f each size) were conceived. From those nine, six 

(two o f each size) fully developed scenarios were mocked up, then the research team 

decided on the final scenarios for each size. The end result was a large scenario based 

upon the need to discover information on “system design” issues, a medium scenario 

based upon the need to discover information on “user acceptance” issues, and a small 

scenario based upon the need to discover information about information systems “risk 

management” issues. The scenarios are documented later in this chapter under the 

section entitled Experimental Walkthrough.
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Experience.

Experience is the third independent variable in this model. Self reported 

measures were collected in an effort to create an experience measure. Those measures 

included educational background, search experience, experience with each scenario’s 

topic, and whether or not the subject was considered an IS professional.

Variables and Measurements

The following variables are measured in this experiment in order to test the 

hypotheses developed in Chapter 3:

• Search Interface (experimentally manipulated independent variable)

• Result set Size (experimentally manipulated independent variable)

• Experience (independent variable)

• Accuracy (research dependant variable)

• Work Effort (research dependent variable)

• Satisfaction (research dependent variable)

• Time (research dependent variable)

Measuring Experience.

Five variables were used to calculate two forms o f experience. Two items 

measured overall information systems experience. Those items are subject self-reported 

dummy variables (1 = Yes, 0 = No) based on the following two questions:
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• I  am considered an IS  professional in my workplace?

• I  hold an IS  (or related) degree?

Three items measured search experience. Those three items utilized 7 point 

Likert scales for reporting purposes. The questions and their available choices follow:

• In my workplace I  perform searches on large computer information 

systems (ERP, CRM, Data warehouses, etc.).

•  In my workplace I  perform searches on personal to workgroup size 

database applications (i.e. Microsoft Access applications, etc.).

1-Never, 2-Rarely: a couple times a year, 3-Occationally: a couple times a month,

4-Sometimes: approximately once a week, 5-Often: a couple times a week, 6-Daily: 

approximately once a day, 7-Frequently: several times a day.

•  When I  make searches on the Internet (via Google, Yahoo!, M SN Search, 

etc.) I fin d  what I ’m looking for.

1-Never, 2-Rarely, 3-Occationally, 4-Sometimes: approximately 50% of the time,

5-Most of the time, 6-Almost always, 7-Always)

In addition to the demographic data, the satisfaction, and work effort data that was 

collected from the subjects, the experiment program also captures the following data:

•  Time to perform each scenario search (in seconds);

•  Results (number and titles o f articles) selected by the subjects for each scenario;

• Searches -  in the case o f the text-based keyword search interface both the number 

and actual strings used to search, and in the visual tree-view interface the actual 

branch/leaf navigation paths are captured.
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Measuring Retrieval Accuracy.

In this experiment the dependent variable is information retrieval effectiveness. 

Effectiveness, in the context o f this experiment, is defined as a multidimensional 

construct that includes the following factors: accuracy, speed, work effort, and 

satisfaction. For the purposes o f this study, information retrieval accuracy is measured 

by the following method: Two judges with expert knowledge o f the data and creators o f 

the search scenarios (the author o f this dissertation and his dissertation chair) 

independently reviewed each article for inclusion or exclusion in the comparison set. 

Following a pseudo-Delphi method approach (Buckley, 1995; Dalkey & Helmer, 1963) 

articles agreed upon by both judges were included automatically. Next, a list of articles 

was produced in which one but not both judges agreed should be included in the 

comparison set. Both judges together worked through this list o f articles and came to a 

consensus on whether the article should be included in the comparison set. This 

intermediate comparison set was then run against all of the subjects’ result sets. A list o f 

articles was produced that included articles that any subject selected but that was not a 

member of the intermediate comparison set. This list o f articles was then evaluated by 

the judges for any additional articles that should he added to the final comparison set. 

Upon creating the final comparison set, each subject’s result sets was evaluated with the 

final comparison set to determine a measure o f accuracy.

The measure o f accuracy not only measures the number o f articles correct, but 

also deducts for incorrect articles. Additionally, the final accuracy score also takes into
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consideration the number of correct articles that were missed. The formula for calculating 

accuracy is as follows:

BaseAccuracy = #Correct -  (#lncorrect * (TotalPossible / (TotalArticles - 

TotalPossible))

This BaseAccuracy is then divided by TotalPossible to form an Accuracy 

percentage score.

Formulating the Accuracy measure this way takes into consideration random 

chance. If  somebody selects all the articles his or her score will be zero, likewise if  

somebody does not select any articles his or her score will also be zero. The following 

examples illustrate the calculation:

The system design (big) scenario has the following characteristics: 589 

TotalArticles, 120 TotalPossible articles. If a subject selected all the articles they would 

have 120 #Correct articles and 469 #Wrong articles.

BaseAccuracy = 120 -  (469 * (120 / (589 -  120)))

= 120 -  (469 * (120 / 469))

= 1 2 0 -(469  *0.256)

=  1 2 0 -1 2 0  

- 0

Accuracy = BaseAccuracy /120 

=  0 / 1 2 0  

=  0%
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Similarly, if  a subject selected none o f the articles they would have 0 #Correct 

articles and 0 #Wrong articles. This would lead to the following calculation: 

BaseAccuracy = 0 -  (0 * (120 / (589 -  120)))

= 0 - ( 0 ^ (1 2 0 /4 6 9 ) )

= 0 - ( 0 *  0.256)

=  0 - 0  

=  0

Accuracy = BaseAccuracy / 120 

=  0/120

=  0%

Theoretically subjects that produce the perfect results would score the maximum 

number o f points (in the system design scenario there were 120 possible correct articles. 

The calculations would go as follows:

BaseAccuracy = 120 -  (0 * (120 / (589 -  120)))

= 1 2 0 - (0 *  (120/469))

= 1 2 0 -(0 * 0 .2 5 6 )

=  1 2 0 -0  

=  120

Accuracy = BaseAccuracy / 120 

=  120/120 

=  100%
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A subject selecting exactly half the correct articles with no incorrect articles 

would be rewarded with half the points as a perfect score. This takes into account the 

Type II, or missing data, error, where the penalty portion o f the formula (#Incorrect * 

(TotalPossible / (TotalArticles-TotalPossible)) takes into account the Type I, or wrong 

data, error. Calculations for getting exactly half correct are shown below:

BaseAccuracy = 60 -  (0 * (120 / (589 -  120)))

= 6 0 - ( 0 *  (120/469))

= 6 0 - ( 0 * 0 .2 5 6 )

= 6 0 - 0  

= 60

Accuracy = BaseAccuracy /120 

= 60 /120 

= 50%

This final calculation shows an actual subject score. Subject 114667, for the 

system design scenario, had 94 #Correct articles and 32 #Wrong articles.

BaseAccuracy = 9 4 -  (32 * (120 / (589 -  120)))

= 9 4 -  (32 * (120 / 469))

= 9 4 -  (32 * 0.256)

= 9 4 -8 .1 9  

= 85.81
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Accuracy = BaseAccuracy /  120 

= 85.81 /120 

= 71.51%

MeanAccuracy was then calculated by simply averaging the three accuracy scores 

together.

Measuring Time.

Time was captured automatically by the experimental system. Time measures 

began only after the subjects had read the scenario and clicked a the “Start Searching” 

button which then brought up the Search screen. This method isolated only the time 

subjects searched for articles and eliminated the varying amount o f time subjects needed 

to read the scenario. Time measurement ended when the subject clicked the “Fm 

Finished” button on the Search screen and an “OK” button on a confirmation dialog box. 

If the subjects clicked the “Cancel” button they were able to continue working on the 

current search task. The confirmation portion was added based on feedback from the 

pilot study that some subjects accidentally hit the “Fm Finished” button when they were 

not ready to move on to the next scenario.

Measuring Work Effort.

Work effort is measured using the NASA Task Load Index (TLX) (Hart & 

Staveland, 1988). This instmment has been used and validated in a number o f prior 

studies (Speier & Morris, 2003; Morris et a l ,  1999; Grise & Gallupe, 2000; Fisher &
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Ford, 1998). The NASA-TLX was chosen because it is quick and easy to administer 

(Speier & Morris, 2003; Morris et al., 1999; Hart & Staveland, 1988) and human factors 

researchers (Wierwille & Eggmeier, 1993) show it is appropriate in applied settings, 

especially within those settings that have low levels o f workload.

The NASA-TLX instrument defines work effort as a multidimensional construct 

consisting o f the following six factors: Mental Demand, Physical Demand, Temporal 

(Time) Demand, Performance Demand, Frustration, and Effort. When completing the 

NASA-TLX instrument subjects are asked to do a pair-wise comparison on each of the 

combination o f factors. This produces a count o f each o f the six factors based on the 15 

unique comparisons shown in Table 7 below:

Table 7

Pair-wise Comparisons fo r  Measuring Work Effort

Effort Performance
Time Demand Effort
Performance Frustration
Physical Demand Performance
Time Demand Frustration
Physical Demand Frustration
Physical Demand Time Demand
Time Demand Mental Demand
Frustration Effort
Performance Time Demand
Mental Demand Physical Demand
Frustration Mental Demand
Performance Mental Demand
Mental Demand Effort
Effort Physical Demand
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Next subjects are asked to weight the importance o f each o f the six factors to the 

task they just completed. This weighting provides a more sensitive measure to the 

overall work effort by individualizing the total amount o f effort put in by a subject. That 

is, it provides a weight to each o f the factors. The authors o f this instrument suggest this 

weighting be on as large of a scale as possible (Hart & Staveland, 1988). For this 

experiment a 21-point scale was utilized to allow for scores ranging from 0 to 100 in

5-point increments. Table 8 provides the definitions provided to the subjects for each o f 

the factors.

Table 8

Definitions fo r  the Work Effort Factors

Mental Demand How much mental and perceptual activity was required (e.g. 
thinking, deciding, calculating, remembering, looking, searching, 
etc.)? Was the task easy or demanding, simple or complex, exacting 
or forgiving?

Physical Demand How much physical activity was required (e.g. pushing, pulling, 
turning, controlling, activating, etc.)? Was the task easy or 
demanding, slow or brisk, slack or strenuous, restful or laborious?

Time Demand How much time pressure did you feel due to the rate or pace at 
which the task occurred? Was the pace slow and leisurely or rapid 
and frantic?

Performance How successful do you think you were in accomplishing the goals 
o f the task? How satisfied were you with your performance 
accomplishing these goals

Effort How hard did you have to work (mentally and physically) to 
accomplish your level o f performance?

Frustration How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed, and annoyed versus 
secure, gratified, content, relaxed, and complacent did you feel 
during the task?
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With these two sets o f data the following calculations are performed to arrive at 

individual scores for each o f the factors and a weighted overall score for work effort. 

FactorScore = CountfromCompairson * FactorWeight*Scalelncrement 

OverallWorkEffort = (SumofFactorScores) /1 5

As a numerical example, subject 502819 was randomly assigned the keyword 

search interface. For the user acceptance (medium) search scenario the following data 

was collected:

MentalCount = 3 MentalWeight =15

PhysicalCount = 0 Physical Weight = 0

TimeCoxmt = 2 TimeWeight = 5

PerformanceCount = 5 PerformanceW eight = 17

FrustrationCount = 1 FrustrationWeight = 3

EffortCount = 3 EffortWeight = 14

Yielding the following individual factor scores:

MentalScore = 3 * 1 5 * 5  = 225 

PhysicalScore = 0 *  0 * 5 = 0  

TimeScore = 2 * 5 * 5  = 50 

PerformanceScore = 5 * 1 7 * 5  = 425 

FrustrationScore = 1 * 3 * 5  = 15 

EffortScore = 3 * 1 4 * 5 = 2 8 0

With each o f the individual factor scores it is now possible to calculate an overall 

work effort score for the medium search task for subject 502819.
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OverallWorkEffort = (225 + 0 + 50 +425 + 15+  280) /15

= 995/  15 

= 66.33

This score is only for the work effort for one (the user acceptance scenario) search 

task. This instrument was administered directly after the completion o f each search task 

for a total o f three times per subject. This was done to allow for comparisons between 

each of the different search tasks.

Measuring Satisfaction.

User satisfaction is a perception variable that many different researchers have 

defined and measured in a number o f different ways (Parikh et a l, 2001). To evaluate 

overall user satisfaction with each o f the search interface mechanisms the End-User 

Computing Satisfaction (EUCS) instrument was used. The EUCS survey instrument was 

developed and validated by Doll and Torkzadeh (1988; Doll et al., 1994). This instrument 

was chosen because it measures the satisfaction with an individual application and not 

with the information in general.

As with work effort, satisfaction is defined as a multidimensional constract. The 

five factors that define satisfaction are: Content, Accuracy, Ease ofU se, Format, and 

Timeliness. Twelve questions were asked, 4 for Content, and 2 each for the remaining 

factors, using a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 = non-existent to 5 == excellent.
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Individual factor scores were calculated by averaging the scores for each o f the 

questions for the individual factor. Then an overall satisfaction score was calculated by 

summing each o f the individual factor scores for a possible range of 5 to 25.

Like the utilization o f the NASA-TLX instrument, the EUCS instrument was 

admirdstered directly after each search task for a total o f three times for each subject. In 

this way computing satisfaction can be measured between subjects as well as across 

result set size.

Subject Selection

Students completing various masters’ degrees in business (Master’s o f Business 

Administration or Master’s in Accounting Information Systems) at a major university in 

the southwestern United States are the primary subject group o f this experiment. This 

subject pool was selected as they are most likely to exhibit traits o f the common 

knowledge worker. Many o f them have previous or current knowledge work experience. 

Most have completed a course in database management either at the undergraduate or 

graduate level while others have not. Furthermore, because they were Business School 

students they were believed to have some familiarity of the scenarios presented in the 

experiment as well as some practice with searching for business information systems 

literature. To increase the number o f subjects a group o f senior business undergraduates 

from the same university was also utilized in this experiment.
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Incentives and Motivation.

Incentives are made available in two forms, performance-based (Marsden, et al., 

2002; Smith, 1976) and non-performance-based (Jordan, 1986). As is common practice in 

much o f the behavior research field, course credit was given to those who participated in 

the experiment (non-performance-based). In the one case in which the experiment was 

held for an MBA student group, rather than in a class, a random prize drawing (non- 

performance-based) was held where the recipient was awarded a keychain USB 

JumpDrive. Additionally, all participants were given the opportunity to participate in a 

performance-based incentive. A $100 reward for the highest accuracy rate was 

announced during the introduction o f the experiment. While this reward was not large it 

was meant to simulate a typical reward for performance that you might find in a sales or 

consulting organization. This incentive strategy is similar to that employed by Marsden 

et al. (2002), and is based on Smith’s (1976) induced value theory.

Instrument Development

A common practice for most knowledge management systems is to rely on 

keywords as the primary mechanism for search and retrieval. While this has suited 

knowledge workers in the past, it is not without its limitations. To demonstrate these 

keyword search limitations a database was developed to analyze all o f the articles that 

have appeared in MIS Quarterly during its 27 year history. The dataset includes 611 

articles with 1770 keywords occurring 2857 times, and 610 classification categories 

occurring 2280 times. Results can be found in LaBrie and St. Louis (2003), findings
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from that study along with the research question outlined in Chapter One provided the 

motivation for this experiment.

To operationalize this experiment two forms of a representative knowledge 

management system were developed. These knowledge management systems were 

developed as representative document management systems. Document management 

systems are often examined in IS research due to their popular use throughout the 

business and academic world (Sprague, 1995; Lamhrix & Shahmehri, 2000; Blair, 2002a, 

2002b).

Each system hosted the same data, albeit in different formats. The data set was 

built around the entire collection o f M IS Quarterly journal articles stored in electronic 

(Adobe® Portable Document Format -  pdf) format along with some associated meta 

data. In all, 611 joumal articles, ranging from volume 1, issue 1 in March 1977 through 

volume 27, issue 3 in September 2003 -  a 27 year view o f IS research, is used as the data 

set.

Keyword Instrument Development.

The first knowledge management system developed (hereto after referred to as 

KMS-Keyword), was developed with Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) in 

Microsoft® Access XP. KMS-Keyword is a relational data storage architecture that is 

based on an application that houses not only the actual article, but also all o f the data and 

metadata that is typically found in any traditional document management system. This 

data includes: author, and author information (degree, granting university, current
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location, etc.) title, abstract, issue information, keywords, classification codes 

(categories), and type o f article (research, editorial, etc.). Figure 9 shows the conceptual 

schema of the relational database that KMS-Keyword is based on.
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Figure 9. A  schema for an IS joumal knowledge management system.

For purposes o f this experiment, a scaled down version o f this document 

management knowledge management system was used. This decision was made so that 

the experimental database would be more portable. Primarily, author information and the 

actual electronic documents (the PDF files) were removed as the experimental user 

interface did not involve their usage. The final conceptual schema used for the 

experiment is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. A relational model for the keyword search system.

Basically all that was necessary for the experiment was the keyword data, some 

article data, and the many-to-many relationship between keywords articles.

Visual Instrument Development.

The second form o f the document management knowledge management system 

(hereto after referred to as KMS-Hierarchy) that was developed for this experiment was 

based on a multi-dimensional data storage architecture. The same data used in the KMS- 

Keyword was used in the population o f KMS-Hierarchy. Where relational systems have 

been optimized for data input, multidimensional systems have been optimized for 

information output (Inmon, 1996; Hoffer et al., 2002). Kimball describes the 

dimensional model as the only practical way to present data to the end-users (Kimball, 

1996). Figure 11 shows the dimensional model for the multidimensional KMS- 

Hierarchy.
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Figure 11. A dimensional model for the visual search system.

While this dimensional model looks very relational in its appearance, the 

underlying storage mechanism employs a multidimensional online analytical processing 

(MOLAP) cube. The cube was created within Microsoft SQL Server 2000, Analysis 

Services. One o f  the key advantages o f using the MOLAP storage engine is its 

allowances for hierarchies and aggregates. Once the cube was built, subjects are able to 

browse the data via the following hierarchy: alphabetic letter, keyword, kejw ord phrase, 

and title of article. Figure 12 shows a sample o f the keyword hierarchy.
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Figure 12. The intelligent keyword hierarchy.

Developing the Keyword Hierarchy.

Various classification schemes were examined for use as a potential hierarchy for 

this experiment. Both the ACM and ISRL classification schemes posed limitations in 

that neither where used consistently throughout the entire timeframe o f the data set. 

Additionally, as mentioned in the literature review, the limitation o f classification scheme 

becoming quickly outdated (Weber, 2003) and lacking new terminology (i.e. XML, 

electronic commerce, and web services to name a few), caused the researcher to develop 

a new classification scheme. The keyword classification scheme is a dynamic real-time 

keyword based classification scheme. Keyword phrases are taken from the keywords o f 

articles as they are entered into the system. The keyword phrases are then broken down
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to their word elements, trivial words are removed such as: a, the, and, etc. The 

individual words are then linked back to their original keyword phrase and the article 

they are associated with. The results are a searchable hierarchy that allows a user to 

search via any o f the words within the keyword phrase. For example i f  somebody is 

looking for articles on “Technology Acceptance Model” they would find them in three 

different areas o f the hierarchy: 1) Under A, Acceptance, Technology Acceptance Model 

(as shown in Figure 12 above) or 2) Under T, Technology, Technology Acceptance 

Model, or 3) Under M, Model, Technology Acceptance Model. The benefit o f this 

strategy allows for knowledge workers to search for keywords, regardless o f their 

position in the keyword phrase. This can be thought o f as the visual tree-view 

hierarchical equivalent o f allowing wildcard searches within a text-based keyword search 

interface.

Experimental Walkthrough

This laboratory experiment will be conducted electronically via personal 

computers in a windows-based environment. The researcher and any potential facilitators 

will be provided with a script for conducting the experiment -  script to come as an 

appendix. Each subject will be presented with a computer with the appropriate hardware 

and software necessary to complete the experiment. Subjects will be randomly assigned 

to perform searches from one o f two programs. The programs were developed to be 

exact in every way except for the search interface. The procedure to be followed when 

conducting the experiment follows:
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1. After a brief introduction by the experimenter including a welcome, a thank you, 

and a brief introduction to the experiment the subjects are instructed to click on an 

icon on the desktop that starts the experiment.

2. The subjects are then presented with a welcome screen that explains the purpose 

o f the experiment. On this screen they are able to voluntarily exit without 

beginning the data collection, or to continue on with the experiment.

3. The subjects are then presented with a screen that collects demographic 

information. This data collected on this screen includes: age (year o f birth), 

gender, education, work experience, and search experience. From this screen 

subjects can return to the introductory screen, or can choose to begin the 

experiment.

4. By beginning the experiment the subjects are then provided with three scenarios 

assigned in random order. First a scenario is presented to them, and then the 

seareh interface is made available. This constitutes six screens, one for the 

introduction of each scenario and one for the search interface for each scenario. 

The search interface screen is the same screen repeated for each scenario. That is, 

the subjects are given either the text-based keyword search screen for all three o f 

the scenarios or they are given the visual tree-view hierarchical search screen for 

all three scenarios.

5. After the completion o f  each scenario the subjects are presented with a screen that 

measures the work effort for the search task just completed. Following the screen
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that measures work effort, the subjects are then presented with a screen to 

measure their satisfaction with the search task just completed.

6. Upon completing all three scenarios and searches, the subjects are then presented 

with a closing screen that thanks them for their participation and collects data on 

their experience with each scenarios topic. Also made available on this screen, is 

a place for optional comments and the choice receiving the results o f the 

experiment. By choosing the exit button on this screen the experiment program is 

closed and a data file necessary for analysis o f the results is created for the 

researcher.

The actual computer screens are provided in Appendices A and B. The following 

sections provide the text o f the screens and present the search interfaces.

The Welcome Screen 

Welcome and thank you fo r  participating in this experiment examining 

information retrieval accuracy from  knowledge management systems.

Your involvement in this study is greatly appreciated.

This experiment is designed to test the effectiveness o f  an information 

system interface; not your individual ability. As such, all data collected 

during this experiment is presented anonymously to the researchers.

The setting o f  this experiment is that you are a knowledge worker that 

has access to an information repository that contains a number o f  journal 

articles related to your field. You will be presented with a simplified user
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interface that will allow you to perform keyword searches fo r  articles that 

may be related to the scenarios presented to you (much like an online 

library indexing service). Once you have searched the system and articles 

have been returned, you will then be able to select the articles you think 

will be helpful to that scenario.

During this experiment you will be given three (3) different scenarios 

in which you must search fo r  articles relating to that specific topic.

Because there is a timing component to this experiment, the researchers 

ask that you complete the tasks without interruption. Please fee l free to 

take as long as you want, ju st don't perform any other activities (email, 

chat, Internet browsing, etc.) during the duration o f  this experiment.

To begin offering demographic data and to continue on to the 

experiment please click the 'N e x t» '  button, to exit without participating 

in the experiment please click the 'Exit' button.

The Demographics Screen 

The demographics screen asks for the following information:

• Please enter the year you were bom: (Choices: open textbox that accepts 

years from 1920-1988).

• Gender: (Choices: Female or Male).
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• Please select the highest level o f  education you have attained: (Choices:

High School (or equivalent). Bachelor’s Degree, Master’s Degree, or 

Doctorate Degree).

• I  am considered an IS  Professional in my place o f  work. (Choices:

Yes/No checkbox).

• I  hold an IS  (or related) degree. (Choices: Yes/No checkbox).

• In my workplace I  perform searches on large computer information 

systems (ERF, CRM, Data warehouses, etc.). (Choices 7-point Likert 

scale: 1-Never, 2-Rarely: a couple times a year, 3-Occationally: a couple 

times a month, 4-Sometimes: approximately once a week, 5-Often: a 

couple times a week, 6-Daily: approximately once a day, 7-Frequently: 

several times a day).

• In my workplace I  perform searches on personal to workgroup size 

database applications (i.e. Microsoft Access applications, etc.). (Choices 

7-point Likert scale: 1-Never, 2-Rarely: a couple times a year, 3- 

Occationally: a couple times a month, 4-Sometimes: approximately once 

a week, 5-Often: a couple times a week, 6-Daily: approximately once a 

day, 7-Frequently: several times a day).

• When I  make searches on the Internet (via Google, Yahoo!, M SN  Search, 

etc.) I  fin d  what I ’m looking for. (Choices 7-point Likert scale: 1-Never,

2-Rarely, 3-Occationally, 4-Sometimes: approximately 50% of the time,

5-Most o f the time, 6-Almost always, 7-Always).
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The Scenario Screens 

The following three scenarios are presented to all participants o f the experiment.

The scenarios are randomized to control for any leaming effect.

System Design Scenario.

In this scenario, suppose you are a manager in a sizable information 

technology department within a large corporation. Assume your 

department is responsible fo r  a large number o f  internal IT  application 

development projects. Many o f  your projects tend to have problems that 

you would like to see alleviated. You believe that many o f  these problems 

could have been avoided by better design during the information systems 

development process. Before moving forward with any new projects you 

would like to learn about ways to more effectively design information 

systems.

Using the search interface provided on the next screen, seek out 

articles that will help you in learning about this issue. When you fin d  an 

article that you believe is related to the topic please place a check in the 

box provided.

To begin timing o f  this task press the 'Start Searching' button and the 

search form  will appear. As soon as you are satisfied with your selections 

press the 'I'm Finished' button.
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Good Luck with your searches!

User Acceptance Scenario.

In this scenario, suppose you are working on a project fo r  a self

monitoring healthcare application in which you must implement a new 

computer system that patients will need to use in their home. You would 

like to learn more about what causes end-users to accept new information 

systems.

Using the search interface provided on the next screen, seek out 

articles that will help you in leaming about this issue. When you fin d  an 

article that you believe is related to the topic please place a check in the 

box provided.

To begin timing o f  this task press the 'Start Searching' button and the 

search form  will appear. As soon as you are satisfied with your selections 

press the 'I'm Finished' button.

Good Luck with your searches!

Risk Management Scenario.

In this scenario, suppose you are a senior manager o f  an IT  

organization in a company that is heavily dependent on the use o f  

computing technology. Due to the recent floods o f  computer viruses,

Internet worms, and hackers trying to gain access to customer records
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your systems have come under scrutiny by the top management team and 

board o f  directors. Because o f  this, you decide to seek a greater 

understanding o f  how to mitigate risk in information systems to better 

safeguard against these dependencies.

Using the search interface provided on the next screen, seek out 

articles that will help you in leaming about this issue. When you find  an 

article that you believe is related to the topic please place a check in the 

box provided.

To begin timing o f  this task press the 'Start Searching' button and the 

search form  will appear. As soon as you are satisfied with your selections 

press the 'I'm Finished' button.

Good Luck with your searches!

The Search Screens

There are two different search mechanisms within the design o f this experiment. 

The first is a text-based keyword search interface built on top o f a relational database 

engine. The keyword search interface was presented previously in Figure 7. The second 

search mechanism is a visual tree-view search interface built on top o f a 

multidimensional database engine -  the data source being the same data stored in the 

relational database engine used in the text-based keyword search interface program. The 

visual tree-view search interface was presented previously in Figure 8.
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The Work Effort Screens 

A  work effort screen is presented immediately after the completion o f each search 

task. The work effort screen presents the following instructions and collects the following 

data for calculating work effort.

As a part o f  this experiment data needs to be collected about the workload 

you experienced in performing the search task. For each pair, please 

select the member that was the more important contributor to the 

workload level o f  the search taskjust performed. Next, please select a 

point on the scale that best represents the magnitude o f  each factor fo r  the 

search task you ju s t performed. Definitions o f  the terms are available by 

clicking their respective button.

•  Pair-wise comparisons o f the six factors (mental demand, physical demand, 

temporal demand, frustration, effort, and satisfaction) that make up the work 

effort construct.

•  5% increment scale (from 0 to 100) on the user’s perception on how important

each factor (mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, frustration, 

effort, and satisfaction) should be weighted for that specific task.

The Satisfaction Screens
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A user satisfaction screen is presented immediately after the completion of each 

work effort screen. The satisfaction screen presents the following instructions and 

questions for calculating satisfaction.

As a part o f  this experiment data needs to be collected about the satisfaction you 

experienced in performing the previous search task. For each o f  the following  

questions please rate the level o f  satisfaction on a scale from  1 to 5.

• Does the system provide the precise information you need? (Choices 5- 

point Likert scale: 1-non-existent, 2-poor, 3-fair, 4-good, 5-excellent).

• Does the information content meet your needs? (Choices 5-point Likert 

scale: 1-non-existent, 2-poor, 3-fair, 4-good, 5-excellent).

• Does the system provide reports that seem to be ju s t about exactly what 

you need? (Choices 5-point Likert scale: 1-non-existent, 2-poor, 3-fair, 4- 

good, 5-excellent).

• Does the system provide sufficient information? (Choices 5-point Likert 

scale: 1-non-existent, 2-poor, 3-fair, 4-good, 5-excellent).

• Is the system accurate? (Choices 5-point Likert scale: 1-non-existent, 2- 

poor, 3-fair, 4-good, 5-excellent).

• Are you satisfied with the accuracy o f  the system? (Choices 5-point Likert 

scale: 1-non-existent, 2-poor, 3-fair, 4-good, 5-excellent).

• Do you think the output is presented in a useful format?  (Choices 5-point 

Likert scale: 1-non-existent, 2-poor, 3-fair, 4-good, 5-excellent).
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• Is the information clear? (Choices 5-point Likert scale: 1-non-existent, 2- 

poor, 3-fair, 4-good, 5-excellent).

•  Is the system user friendly? (Choices 5-point Likert scale: 1-non-existent, 

2-poor, 3-fair, 4-good, 5-excellent).

• Is the system easy to use? (Choices 5-point Likert scale: 1-non-existent,

2-poor, 3-fair, 4-good, 5-excellent).

• Do you get the information you need in time? (Choices 5-point Likert 

scale: 1-non-existent, 2-poor, 3-fair, 4-good, 5-excellent).

• Does the system provide up-to-date information? (Choices 5-point Likert 

scale: 1-non-existent, 2-poor, 3-fair, 4-good, 5-excellent).

The Closing Screen 

Thank you fo r  your participation in this experiment. To successfully 

complete this experiment the following three questions must be answered.

After answering these questions you optionally have the opportunity to 

provide feedback to the researchers and may enter your email address i f  

you would like to be notified o f  the results from  this experiment.

The closing screen then asked the subject for their level o f experience with each 

o f the subject matters presented in the search tasks with the following questions:
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/  am fam iliar with the topic o f  : Information Systems Design. (Choices 7-point 

Likert scale: 1-Strongly disagree, 2- Disagree, 3- Somewhat disagree, 4- Neither 

agree nor disagree, 5- Somewhat agree, 6- Agree, 7- Strongly agree).

I  am fam iliar with the topic of: User Acceptance o f  Information Systems.

(Choices 7-point Likert scale: 1-Strongly disagree, 2- Disagree, 3- Somewhat 

disagree, 4- Neither agree nor disagree, 5- Somewhat agree, 6- Agree, 7- Strongly 

agree).

I  am fam iliar with the topic of: Information Systems Risk Management. (Choices 

7-point Likert scale: 1-Strongly disagree, 2- Disagree, 3- Somewhat disagree, 4- 

Neither agree nor disagree, 5- Somewhat agree, 6- Agree, 7- Strongly agree). 

OPTIONAL: I f  you would like to leave any comments about this experiment fo r  

the researchers please provide them in the space provided below. (Choice: 

Comment box made available).

OPTIONAL: I  would like to be notified about the results o f  this experiment. 

(Choice: Yes/No checkbox, upon checking ‘Yes’ a 'Please enter your email 

address^ field becomes available).
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ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

This chapter details the analysis and reports the results o f the experiment. Prior to 

running the fiill experiment a pilot study was performed. Pilot study results are reported 

first followed hy the analysis and results o f the experimental study for each o f the 

dimensions o f retrieval effectiveness (accuracy, time, work effort, and satisfaction). 

Descriptive statistics and GLM equations are presented for each dimension for each 

scenario, followed by a pooled model and a repeated measures model for each dependent 

variable factor.

Pilot Study

A pilot study was conducted with 10 information systems doctoral students. The 

pilot was meant to test the face validity (Kerlinger & Lee, 2000) o f the experiment.

Based on feedback from the pilot study a number o f minor design changes were made to 

decrease the complexity o f the search task and improve the usability o f  the interface. 

Based on informal interviews with the pilot study subjects it was concluded that the 

scenarios presented in the experiment were understandable and that the search interfaces 

performed as expected.

An additional objective o f  the pilot study was to confirm the general directions o f 

the hypotheses o f this study (i.e. the visual tree-view hierarchy search interface would 

produce more accurate results, take longer time, and be more satisfying). While 

statistical significance could not be concluded with these few subjects, each of the
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general trends expected were confirmed by the pilot study. Table 9 presents the results 

based on the data collected from the pilot study.

Table 9

Pilot Study Results

vioci.'uro s -J iseyw i.J
Big Count 100.50 (22.33) 4.50
Med Count 13.25 3.17
Sml Count 6.75 1.33
Big Time 209.25 264.67
Med Time 405.75 283.83
Sml Time 210 239
Total Time 825 (13m45s) 787.5 (13m7.5s)
Process-Satisfaction 5.42 2.56
Results-Satisfaction 5.50 2.78
Overall-Satisfaction 5.46 2.67

For the evaluation o f these results a proxy o f a (mean) count represents accuracy. 

This is because the rating o f the articles by the judges had yet to be completed. In all 

scenarios the results show that the subjects who used the visual tree-view hierarchy 

search interface found more articles. Furthermore, the satisfaction o f the visual tree-view 

hierarchy search interface system (both process and results) was considerably higher. On 

a cautionary note the time spent between the two systems did not vary much. The cause 

o f this may be the difficulty in the first implementation o f the keyword search interface. 

Changes made to the search interface portion o f the program subsequent to the 

administration of the pilot study simplified the keyword search user interface. In the final 

experiment subjects simply typed in a keyword or keyword phrase, including wildcard
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searches, and hit enter to have results returned. During the pilot study subjects had to 

press a button to go into a special search mode and then press another button in order to 

return the results. Pilot study subjects that used the keyword search interface found that 

process awkward so it was changed to better represent a more typical keyword search 

interface. The NASA-TLX work effort instrument was not implemented at the time of 

the pilot study, so there are no results for work effort to report.

Experimental Data Collection

Data for this experiment was collect during four different sessions. Each session 

was proctored by the researcher. In each session the following procedure was followed:

1. A general introduction set the context of the experiment.

2. A demonstration o f both search interfaces was presented.

3. The experiment was run.

4. The subjects were debriefed on the experimental measures.

For the general introduction a 20 minute presentation introduced the subjects to 

issues surrounding the impending Sarbanes-Oxley Act. This topic was selected as timely 

and an example o f electronic document management issues faced by today’s knowledge 

management systems. Appendix C provides the slide deck utilized for the introduction of 

the experiment.

Upon setting the stage with the general introduction, the researcher then 

proceeded with a demonstration o f both systems. The keyword search system was 

presented first, with the experimenter walking through each screen. The actual scenarios
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were not shown. Instead a scenario based on a database literature search was presented. 

After the keyword interface was presented, the researcher presented the visual search 

interface, using the same database literature scenario. Subjects were then reminded that 

this was a timed, anonymous experiment, but if  they chose to participate in the $100 cash 

prize for highest accuracy that they would need to provide their email address on the 

closing screen o f the experiment. Subjects were given as much time as they wanted to 

complete the experiment. The range of time taken to complete the experiment was 20 

minutes to approximately one hour. Those that took the most time took approximately 

one hour.

Prior to the commencement o f the experiment the subjects were asked to return at 

a specific time to be debriefed. The debriefing was conducted in the same manner for 

each o f the sessions for master students. The undergraduate students received an 

abbreviated version o f the debriefing upon the award o f the prize. The debriefing slide 

deck is available in Appendix D. The debriefing described the research model and 

presented the hypotheses at a high level. The debriefing took approximately 20 minutes. 

The entire study took approximately two hours.

Demographic Data.

Table 10 presents the descriptive statistics for the demographic data collected in 

this experiment.
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Table 10

Demographic Data

V&r.abls
Reopor' 
Ca'egorv

*\J' 'V, rjt 
S . 'D j r c ' s

/ c c  ‘ a c y  

Ivea''
me

Mea' Mea' trS
o'ac: c  '  1

"TiOc.*" I
Gender

Female 26 23.85% 984 59.85 15.80
Male 49 23.57% 1004 58.79 14.92

Age
<21 0 — — — —

21-25 29 21.29% 753 56.40 14.99
26-30 30 27.26% 1207 62.99 15.28
31-35 11 21.86% 1049 57.58 14.35
36+ 4 22.78% 1196 59.24 16.73

Education
Undergrads 33 20.12% 754 57.13 15.10
Graduate 42 26.45% 1188 60.58 15.21

Anonymity
No 59 24.55% 981 58.19 15.44
Yes 16 20.40% 1056 63.00 14.40

Independent sample t-tests were conducted to test for significant differences 

between the samples o f the two retrieval methods for gender, age, education, and 

anonymity. No significance was found for gender, age, or anonymity.

Handling o f  Outliers.

A total o f 79 subjects participated in the experiment over the course o f four 

sessions. Four subjects (298825, 433651, 752300, and 893368) were dropped from the 

analysis because each chose to skip at least one o f the scenarios, leaving 75 usable cases 

for analysis. Box-plots were utilized to identify other potential outliers. The Box-plots 

only identified subjects with extremely high accuracy rates. Because those were actual 

scores it was decided to leave those subjects in the data set.
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Replacing Experience with Education

Upon analysis o f the data collected for experience it was found that there were 

little to no statistically significant variables that could act as an appropriate measure for 

experience. Analysis was performed on the following self reported scale items to test for 

significance;

• I have an IS degree.

• I am considered an IS professional at my place o f work.

• When I search large IS systems I find what I am looking for.

• When I search small IS systems I find what I am looking for.

• When I search the Intemet I find what I am looking for.

• I am familiar with the topic {System Design, User Acceptance, Risk 

Management}.

Only IS  professional showed significance, and it was heavily influenced by the 

control variable for education. Further analysis found only one undergraduate considered 

her/himself to be an IS professional; all other self-reported IS professionals were graduate 

students. Interestingly, there were very significant differences between the undergraduate 

and graduate population. So much so that it was decided to modify the model and 

substitute education for experience. This makes some sense as the graduate students 

tended to be older -  suggesting the possibility for more work experience, were much 

more likely to have IS degrees, and had a much higher level o f reporting themselves as IS 

professionals.
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Factor Analysis o f  Experience Items.

Further statistical analysis was performed to investigate whether or not the 

experience items were actually loading on a single experience factor. Using SPSS 12.0 a 

Principal Components Analysis with a Varimax with Kaiser Normalization rotation 

method showed three experience factors were actually measured. The rotations 

converged after four iterations. Table 11 presents the results o f the factor analysis.

Table 11

Factor Analysis o f  Experience

■
SDExpert [44 0.873 -0.04
UAExpert -0.021 0.883 0.105
RiExpert -0.048 0.836 0.089
Graduate 0.861 -0.087 -0.243

Educ 0.792 -0.124 -0.168
ISProf 0.738 0.143 0.226
ISDeg 0.733 0.165 0.256

UselSBig 0.011 -0.113 0.862
UselSSml 0.012 0.235 0.746

The three experience factors that can be derived from this factor analysis can best 

be described as:
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• Content experience (loaded on by SDExpert, UAExpert, RMExpert).

• Educational experience (loaded on by ISDeg, ISProf, Educ, Graduate).

• Search experience (loaded on by SearchBig, SearchSml).

Search experience and content experience had now explanatory power. For 

educational experience only the graduate factor had any explanatory power. Hence, the 

graduate educational experience factor is used as a proxy for experience. Based on these 

finding, all analysis from this point forward is done with education as a proxy for 

experience. The final model presented in the Discussion section o f Chapter 6 reflects this 

change. Further discussion o f this change is also presented in the Limitations o f  the Study 

section in Chapter 6.

Analysis o f  Accuracy

Table 12 provides descriptive statistics on the dependent variable accuracy; 

including accuracy based on result set size, retrieval method, and education.
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Table 12

Descriptive Statistics fo r  Accuracy

{r=?5)
S»c jfc

■ 1

Sml 38.45% 0.2106 45.38% 0.2008 30.53% 0.1954
Med 17.04% 0.1833 21.56% 0.1899 11.87% 0.1631
Big 15.57% 0.1635 19.92% 0.1872 10.60% 0.1150
Total 23.69% 0.2135 28.96% 0.2240 17.67% 0.1840

Grac. ate ^ ‘ncerprad
" I   ̂ ^ Aocuracv v e a r 5td Dev Mean S n  0 8

Sml 39.95% 0.2020 36.54% 0.2229
Med 19.95% 0.1836 13.34% 0.1788
Big 19.52% 0.1719 10.55% 0.1390
Total 26.47% 0.2080 20.14% 0.2161

From Table 12 directional support for Hypotheses 1.1, 2.1, and 3.1 can be found. 

The mean accuracy for the visual search interface is 28.96% (standard deviation 0.2240) 

while the mean accuracy for the keyword search interface is 17.67% (standard deviation 

0.1840). This supports Hypothesis 1.1, which states that the visual search interface will 

produce higher accuracy rates compared to the keyword search interface. Hypotheses 2.1 

states that as result set size increases accuracy will decrease. The mean accuracy for the 

small result set size is 38.45% (standard deviation 0.2106), the mean accuracy for the 

medium result set size is 17.04% (standard deviation 0.1833) and the mean accuracy for 

the large result set size is 15.57% (standard deviation 0.1635), supporting Hypothesis 

2.1. The mean accuracy for graduate students is 26.47% (standard deviation 0.2080), 

whereas the mean accuracy for xmdergraduate students is 20.14% (standard deviation
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0.2161). This supports Hypothesis 3.1, which stated that accuracy rates o f more 

experienced subjects will be higher than accuracy rates o f less experienced subjects.

Figures 1 3 a - 13f provide graphical depictions o f the hypothesized results and the 

study results.

Means of Accuracy

V isualK eyw ord

Retrieval Method

Means of Accuracy

35%

30%

25%

^ 20%

I  15% 
<

10%

5%

0%
VisualKeyw ord

Figure 13a - Search Interface - Accuracy 
(Hypothesized)

Figure 13b - Search Interface - Accuracy 
(Actual)
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Result Set Size

Figure 13c -  Result Set Size - Accuracy 
(Hypothesized)

Figure 13d-R esu lt Set Size - Accuracy 
(Actual)
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Means ofAccuracy
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Figure 13e -  Education - Accuracy
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Figure 13f-Education - Accuracy 
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Linear Models fo r  Accuracy.

For further evaluation o f accuracy a generalized linear model analysis o f variance 

(GLM ANOVA) was employed using SPSS 12.0 to test for statistical significance o f the 

independent variables (retrieval method, experience) and their interactions for each o f the 

three result set sizes. Because linear models assume homogeneity o f variance, statistical 

tests were run to test for homogeneity o f variance. These tests revealed that accuracy, 

time, and work effort did not meet this condition. To resolve this problem these variables 

were standardized to the variable with the largest variance. The process for 

standardization is explained in the next section.

Standardizing Accuracy.

Residuals were calculated for each subject’s accuracy score for each o f the 

scenarios. The original residual is equal to the subject’s score minus the overall mean for 

that score. A new residual is then calculated by multiplying the original residual score by
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the ratio o f the standard deviation o f the largest accuracy group to the standardization o f 

the original group. A new accuracy score is then computed by adding the new residual 

score back into the mean score. By following this procedure the means in each group 

remain as they originally were, whereas their standard deviations become the same.

Table 13 presents the data for the accuracy models after standardizing the data. 

Because none o f the moderating interaction effects were significant a model without 

interactions is presented in Table 14. Following Table 14, the estimated linear equations 

are provided.

Table 13

Coefficients fo r  Accuracy with Interactions

; 3!G 
Woue' '' Accu'dcv

K'ED 
Accuiacv

r-MI sidBiG stdMED aidSVii.
Acv-_racy Accu-acv

Intercept 24.160 22.100 47.470 0.368 0.285 0.475
sig. 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000

RetMeth -10.240 -4.760 -16.610 -0.253 -0.107 -0.166
sig. 0.035 0.385 0.009 0.035 0.385 0.009

Educaction -9.970 -1.260 -4.900 -0.246 0.028 -0.049
sig. 0.046 0.823 0.447 0.046 0.823 0.447

RetMeth*Educ 2.730 -10.710 4.190 0.067 -0.242 0.042
sig. 0.705 0.195 0.655 0.705 0.195 0.655

R-Squared 0.154 0.121 0.133 0.154 0.121 0.133
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Table 14

Coefficients fo r  Accuracy without Interactions

,,ode,
3*. j S.UL 

i  cu'acv , AcCw.ffccy
VcS/iEC

.Accda
s ia o V M  

: ^GV
Intercept 23.610 24.240 46.630 0.354 0.333 0.466

sig. 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
RetMeth -9.030 -9.490 -14.760 -0.223 -0.214 -0.148

sig. 0.013 0.023 0.002 0.013 0.023 0.002
Education -8.680 -6.300 -2.930 -0.214 -0.142 -0.029

sig. 0.017 0.129 0.529 0.017 0.129 0.529
R-Squared 0.152 0.100 0.130 0.152 0.100 0.130

The full generalized linear equation model with the interaction effect follows the 

standard linear equation:

Y = po + pi * Oi + p2 * 02 + Pa * aiQ2 + £

where:

Y is the predicted value o f the dependent variable 

Po is the intercept coefficient 

Pi. Pz. p3 are the independent variable coefficients 

Qi, 0 2  are the independent variables

a  1 0 2  is the interaction between the two independent variables 

£ is the error term.

Accuracyeig = 24.16 + (-10.24)*RetrievalMethod + (-9.97)*Education + 
2.73*RetrievalMethod*Education + Error 

AccuracyMed = 22.10 + (-4.76)*RetrievalMethod + (-1.26)*Education + 
(-4.19)*RetrievalMethod*Education + Error
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Accuracysmi = 47.47 + (-16.61 )*RetrievalMethod + (-4.90)*Education + 
4.19*RetrievalMethod*Education + Error

None of the interaction effects o f search interface and result set size turned out to 

be significant in the individual or pooled models. Hypotheses 4.1 through 4.4 are not 

supported. The interactions were removed from the linear equations and a new model was 

run with only main effects yielding the following equations:

AccuracyBig = 23.61 + (-9.03)*RetrievalMethod + (-8.68)*Education + Error 

AccuracyMed =24.24 + (-9.49)*RetrievalMethod + (-6.30)*Education + Error 

Accuracyeig = 46.63 + (-14.76)*RetrievalMethod + (-2.93)*Education + Error

Analysis o f  Time

Table 15 provides descriptive statistics on the dependent variable time; ineluding 

time based on result set size, retrieval method, and education.
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Table 15

Descriptive Statistics fo r  Time

Sml
Med

“ 1' "

302.81
349.37

229.35
225.99

,\ sc
.

312.15
375.60

( i :  9)

229.89 
251.24

‘ Meg-
292.14
319.40

231.61
192.38

Big 344.63 274.93 392.20 339.75 290.26 162.50
Total 996.81 244.25 1079.95 277.56 901.80 196.08

-- --- •
GradJEte vjiioef^mG ,.-34 , ■

Time 'to r Std Dav S/'ea'i Std Dev. m
Sml 351.67 237.29 240.64 205.85
Med 410.38 233.34 271.73 192.96
Big 425.64 325.54 241.52 139.42
Total 1187.69 268.54 753.89 180.42

From Table 15 directional support for Hypotheses 1.2 and 2.2 can be found. The 

mean time (in seconds) for the visual search interface is 360 {standard deviation 278) 

while the mean time for the keyword search interface is 301 {standard deviation 196). 

Hypothesis 1.2, which states that the visual search interface will take longer time 

compared to the keyword search interface, is supported. Hypotheses 2.2 stated that as 

result set size increases time will also increase. This hypothesis is supported for the 

visual search interface only. The mean time for the small result set size is 312 {standard 

deviation 230), the mean time for the medium result set size is 376 {standard deviation 

251) and the mean time for the large result set size is 392 {standard deviation 278). The 

mean time for the graduate students is 396 {standard deviation 269), whereas the mean 

time for undergraduate students is 251 {standard deviation 180). These results are
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opposite what Hypothesis 3.2 predicted. Hypothesis 3.2 states that the time o f more 

experienced subjects will be lower than the time o f less experienced subjects.

Figures 1 4 a -  14f provide graphical depictions o f  the hypothesized results and the 

study results.
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Retrieval Method Retrieval Method

Figure 14a -  Search Interface - Time 
(Hypothesized)

Figure 14c -  Result Set Size - Time 
(Hypothesized)

Figure 14b -  Search Interface - Time 
(Actual)
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Figure 14d -  Result Set Size - Time 
(Actual)
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Figure 14e -  Education - Time
(Hypothesized)
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Figure 14f -  Education - Time
(Actual)

Linear Models fo r  Time.

As with accuracy, time was analyzed via a generalized linear model analysis o f 

variance (GLM ANOVA) to test for statistical significance o f the independent variahles 

(retrieval method and education) and their interaction for each o f the three result set sizes. 

Time failed the homogeneity of variance tests so standardized variables, based on the 

largest variance were created following the same procedure as documented in the 

Analysis ofAccuracy section.

Table 16 presents the data for the time models after standardizing the data. 

Because it was found that none of the moderating interaction effects were significant a 

model without interactions is presented in Table 17. Following Table 17, the estimated 

linear equations are provided.
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Coefficients fo r  Time with Interactions

101

Mod«l
DIG '-taB'G itc '/ tD S’CSV

Intercept 491.44 427.70 377.57 491.44 444.660 392.420
sig. 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

RetMeth -145.44 -38.28 -57.25 -145.440 -46.560 -68.630
sig. 0.072 0.573 0.416 0.072 0.573 0.416

Education -233.49 -122.58 -153.92 -233.49 -149.13 -184.51
sig. 0.006 0.083 0.037 0.006 0.083 0.037

RetMeth*Educ 111.56 -30.59 92.29 111.56 -37.22 110.630
sig. 0.357 0.764 0.384 0.357 0.764 0.384

R-Squared 0.153 0.131 0.070 0.153 0.108 0.070

Table 17

Coefficients fo r  Time without Interactions

Mode
*3

Time
MwD SV.L } 

Time
«idbIG

Titre
s.d^ t.D st.’ S 'l

~
Intercept 469.13 433.81 359.110 469.13 452.10 370.300

sig. 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
RetMeth -96.13 -51.80 -16.46 -96.13 -63.02 -19.73

sig. 0.112 0.305 0.754 0.112 0.305 0.754
Education -181.00 -136.97 -110.50 -181.00 -166.64 -132.46

sig. 0.004 0.008 0.039 0.004 0.008 0.039
R-Squared 0.143 0.107 0.060 0.143 0.107 0.060

The full linear models with the interaction effects follow:

Timesig = 491 + (-145)*RetrievalMethod + (-233)*Education +
112*RetrievalMethod*Education + Error
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Timewed = 428 + (-38)*RetrievalMethod + (-123)*Education +
(-31 )*RetrievalMethod*Education + Error

Timesrni = 378 + (-57)*RetrievalMethod + (-154)*Education +
92*RetrievalMethod*Education + Error

Because none o f the interactions for time turned out to be significant, in the 

individual models for size or in the repeated measures model they were removed from the 

linear equations and a new model was run with only main effects yielding the following 

equations:

Timeeig = 469 + (-96)*RetrievalMethod + (-181)*Education + Error

TimoMed = 433 + (-52)*RetrievalMethod + (-137)*Education + Error

Timeeig = 370 + (-2G)*RetrievalMethod + (-133)*Educatlon + Error

A Note on the Difference between Keyword and Visual Time.

For the purposes o f this experiment, the subjects were not aware of the differences 

in result set size. One would expect the keyword searchers to spend approximately the 

same amount o f time on each scenario. That is, they would typically type in as many 

keywords as they could think o f regardless of the size o f the results. They would query 

until they felt satisfied with their results. This should be a relatively constant time. This 

assumption held true in this experiment as demonstrated by the fact that time differences 

between the small and large result set size searches for those using the keyword search 

interface was two seconds, and the medium search varied only by 19 seconds from the
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other two. On the other hand, those that used the visual interface needed to navigate 

increasingly larger tree structures as the result sets grew. Thus, is predicted that more 

time would be spent searching with the visual interface.

Analysis o f  Work Effort

Table 18 provides descriptive statistics on the dependent variable work effort 

including effort based on result set size, retrieval method, and education.

Table 18

Descriptive Statistics fo r  Work Effort

effort ''Ir'.’ ti ' D f Htii ’ rr’ n jr_  Jcv
Sml 60.80 15.59 65.40 14.40 55.33 15.38
Med 64.61 15.18 69.14 10.97 59.24 17.73
Big 52.05 15.67 56.78 14.60 46.43 15.23
Total 59.15 16.28 63.77 14.29 53.67 16.87

i  '
Sml

G raduate
Mear^

Tn=4'» 1 - Urdei orad
-- -------

T9 .OI61.95 12.77 59.17
Med 65.24 11.87 63.72 19.10
Big 54.56 15.36 48.49 15.68
Total 60.58 14.04 57.13 18.91

Analysis o f the data in Table 18 show no support for Hypotheses 1.3, 2.3 and 3.3. 

The mean work effort for the visual search interface is 63.77 {standard deviation 14.29) 

while the mean work effort for the keyword search interface is 53.67 {standard deviation 

16.87) opposite o f what Hypothesis 1.3 predicts. Hypothesis 1.3 states that the visual 

search interface will take less effort compared to the keyword search interface. Similarly,
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Hypotheses 2.3 states that as result set size increases work effort will also increase. This 

hypothesis is not supported. The mean work effort for the small result set size is 60.80 

{standard deviation 15.59), the mean work effort for the medium result set size is 64.61 

{standard deviation 15.18) and the mean work effort for the large result set size is 59.15 

{standard deviation 16.28). The mean work effort for the graduate students (proxy for 

high experience) is 60.58 {standard deviation 14.04), whereas the mean work effort for 

undergraduate students (proxy for low experience) is 57.13 {standard deviation 18.91). 

These results are also opposite what Hypothesis 3.3 predicts. Hypothesis 3.3 states that 

work effort o f more experienced subjects will be lower than work effort o f less 

experienced subjects.

Figures 1 5 a -  15f provide graphical depictions o f the hypothesized results and the 

study results.
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Figure 1 5 a -  Search Interface -  Effort 
(Hypothesized)

Figure 15b -  Search Interface - Effort 
(Actual)
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Figure 15c -  Result Set Size - Effort 
(Hypothesized)
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Linear Models fo r  Work Effort.

As with accuracy and time, work effort was analyzed via a generalized linear 

model analysis of variance (GLM ANOVA) to test for statistical significance o f the 

independent variables (retrieval method and education) and their interaction for each o f 

the three result set sizes. Because linear models assume homogeneity o f variance,
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statistical tests were run to test for homogeneity o f variance. These tests reveal that work 

effort did not meet this condition. To resolve this problem the work effort variable is 

standardized to the factor with the largest variance following the same procedure as was 

documented in the Analysis o f  Accuracy section.

Table 19 presents the data for the work effort models after standardizing the data. 

Because it was found that none o f the moderating interaction effects were significant a 

model without interactions is presented in Table 20. Following Table 20, the estimated 

linear equations are provided.

Table 19

Coefficients fo r  Work Effort with Interactions

Ff*0't
'C D S F / l

E»ot
=ldP‘G S'dMED 

Erf >1 ':’,V
Intercept 58.44 68.83 65.44 58.44 68.97 65.460

sig. 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
RetMeth -8.37 -7.75 -7.53 -8.37 -8.00 -7.580

sig. 0.074 0.095 0.112 0.074 0.095 0.112
Education -3.94 0.73 -0.09 -3.94 0.75 -0.09

sig. 0.419 0.879 0.986 0.419 0.879 0.986
RetMeth*Educ -5.03 -5.28 -6.26 -5.03 -5.45 -6.300

sig. 0.486 0.460 0.392 0.486 0.460 0.392
R-Squared 0.155 0.117 0.124 0.155 0.117 0.124
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Table 20

Coefficients fo r  Work Effort without Interactions

ViED
E«c.t

'jiVi!. j elcSMi.

Intercept 59.40 69.84 66.640 59.40 70.01 66.670
sig. 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

RetMeth -10.45 -9.93 -10.11 -10.45 -10.25 -10.17
sig. 0.004 0.006 0.006 0.004 0.006 0.006

Education -6.23 -1.67 -2.93 -6.23 -1.72 -2.95
sig. 0.085 0.637 0.420 0.085 0.637 0.420

R-Squared 0.149 0.110 0.114 0.149 0.110 0.114

The full linear model with the interaction effect follows:

EffortBig = 58.44 + (-8.37)*RetrievalMethod + (-3.94)*Education +
(-5.03)*RetrievalMethod*Education + Error

EffortMed = 68.83 + (-7.75)*RetrievalMethod + 0.73*Education +
(-5.28)*RetrievalMethod*Education + Error

Effortsmi = 65.44 + (-7.53)*Retrieva!Method + (-0.09)*Education +
(-6.26)*RetrievalMethod*Education + Error

Because none of the interactions turned out to be significant, in the individual or 

pooled models for work effort they were removed from the model and new linear 

equations were calculated using only the main effects yielding the following equations:

Effortsig = 59.40 + (-10.45)*RetrievalMethod + (-6.23)*Education + Error

EffortMed = 69.84+ (-9.93)* Retrieval M ethod + (-1.67)*Education + Error

Effortsmi = 66.64 + (-10.11)*RetrievalMethod + (-2.95)*Education + Error
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Analysis o f  Satisfaction

Table 21 provides descriptive statistics on the dependent variable 

satisfaction including satisfaction based on result set size, retrieval method, and 

education.

Table 21

Descriptive Statistics fo r  Satisfaction

Ove»3)t (M 3 )  _ ^ ■ 1 Vis'jal
Sitcl D^v

m Keywo'd ■;n=35)

Sml 15.08 3.43 14.85 3.06 15.33 3.82
Med 15.02 3.37 14.72 3.11 15.34 3.65
Big 15.53 3.63 14.96 3.76 16.15 3.43
Total 15.21 3.47 14.84 3.30 15.61 3.62

I ‘ r'aauaro ■ U-’deigrad n-32)
Satis*acnon Mean Mean Std Dev

Sml 14.87 3.24 15.35 3.69
Med 15.37 3.36 14.55 3.37
Big 15.63 3.03 15.40 4.32
Total 15.29 3.21 15.10 3.80

From Table 21 no support for Hypotheses 1.4 and 2.4 can be found. The mean of 

satisfaction for the visual search interface is 14.84 {standard deviation 3.30) while the 

mean of satisfaction for the keyword search interface is 15.61 {standard deviation 3.62). 

Hypothesis 1.4, which states that the visual search interface will be more satisfying 

compared to the keyword search interface, is not supported. Hypotheses 2.4 states that as 

result set size increases satisfaction will decrease. This hypothesis also is not supported.
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The mean o f satisfaetion for the small result set size is 15.08 {standard deviation 3.43), 

the mean of satisfaction for the medium result set size is 15.02 {standard deviation 3.37) 

and the mean o f satisfaction for the large result set size is 15.21 {standard deviation 

3.63). The mean o f satisfaction for the graduate students is 15.29 {standard deviation 

3.21), whereas the mean o f satisfaction for undergraduate students is 15.10 {standard 

deviation 3.8). These results show directional support for Hypothesis 3.4. Hypothesis 

3.4 states that satisfaction o f more experienced subjects will be higher than satisfaction o f 

less experienced subjects.

Figures 1 6 a - 16f provide graphical depictions o f the hypothesized results and the 

study results.
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Figure 1 6 a - Search Interface -  Satisfaction Figure 16b -  Search Interface - Satisfaction 
(Hypothesized) (Actual)
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Linear Models fo r  Satisfaction.

As with accuracy, time, and work effort, satisfaction was analyzed via a 

generalized linear model analysis o f variance (GEM ANOVA) to test for statistical 

significance of the independent variables (retrieval method and education) and their 

interaction for each o f the three result set sizes. Because linear models assume 

homogeneity of variance, statistical tests were run to test for homogeneity o f variance.
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These tests revealed that satisfaction did meet this condition; however for consistency’s 

sake standardized variables were still formulated. Examining the estimated linear 

coefficients showed little to no change between the standardized and non-standardized 

variables.

Table 22 presents the data for the work effort models after standardizing the data. 

Because it was found that none o f the moderating interaction effects were significant a 

model without interactions is presented in Table 23. Following Table 23, the estimated 

linear equations are provided.

Table 22

Coefficients fo r  Satisfaction with Interactions

Viodei
BIG

Satiofact
■yeo

"at'-to; Pat cfaci Sai sfact.
S!dMcD
Saticfaci

StdSi/i« 
Sat sfact

Intercept 14.86 14.80 14.75 14.86 14.78 14.73
sig. 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

RetMeth 1.66 1.26 0.25 1.66 1.36 0.26
sig. 0.150 0.239 0.820 0.150 0.239 0.820

Education 0.23 -0.17 0.23 0.23 -0.18 0.25
sig. 0.848 0.878 0.839 0.848 0.878^ 0.839

RetMeth*Educ -1.05 -1.40 0.48 -1.05 1.50 0.510
Sig. 0.545 0.384 0.770 0.545 0.384 0.770

R-Squared 0.034 0.035 0.011 0.034 0.035 0.011
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Table 23

Coefficients fo r  Satisfaction without Interactions

1 I
K'EC

SatfStact.
-  1' s-e3 G SiOSivl _

Intercept 15.08 15.08 14.650 15.08 15.09 14.630
sig. 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

RetMeth 1.20 0.64 0.46 1.20 0.69 0.49
sig. 0.162 0.419 0.570 0.162 0.419 0.570

Education -0.28 -0.85 0.47 -0.28 -0.91 0.50
sig. 0.747 0.291 0.568 0.747 0.291 0.568

R-Squared 0.029 0.024 0.010 0.029 0.024 0.010

The full linear equations with the interaction effects follow:

SatisfactionBig = 14.86 + 1.66*RetrievalMethod + 0.23*Education +
(-1.05)*RetrievalMethod*Education + Error

SatisfactioriMed = 14.80 + 1.26*RetrievalMethod + (-0.17)*Education +
(-1.40)*RetrievalMethod*Education + Error

Satisfactionsmi = 14.75 + 0.25*RetrievalMethod + 0.23*Education +
0.48*RetrievalMethod*Education + Error

Because none of the interactions turned out to be significant, in the individual or 

pooled models for search interface and result set size, the interactions were removed from 

the model and new linear equations were run with only the main effects yielding the 

following equations:

SatisfactionBig = 15.08 + 1.20*RetrievalMethod + (-0.28)*Education + Error 

SatisfactioHMed = 15.09 + 0.69*RetrievalMethod + (-0.85)*Education + Error
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Satisfactionsmi = 14.65 + 0.46*RetrievalMethod + 0.47*Education + Error

Pooled Response Analysis

To measure the effect o f size, two different statistical analyses were performed. 

The first analysis employed a pooled response analysis for each o f  the dependent 

variables, with an additional categorical (dummy) variable created to distinguish size. 

When pooling the responses two dmnmy variables are created to distinguish between the 

different result set sizes (small, medium, and large). Table 24 presents the estimated 

linear coefficients and their significance (p-values) for each o f the four factors (accuracy, 

time, work effort, and satisfaction) that make up the dependent variable retrieval 

effectiveness. These statistics were calculated using the univariate generalized linear 

modeling statistical procedures within SPSS 12.0. Because the interactions are not 

statistically significant another model was run on the pooled data set without the 

interactions. Those results are shown in Table 25. Finally, estimated linear equations are 

provided for the models following each table.
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Table 24

Pooled Sample Coefficients with Interactions

Mode'

intercept

Pooiec- 

v\ 'i''.ierai»ttont.

' 0 0 .ed 

Wi/'nis isChc.ns

''•oiec 

* it^ actions
Sjiist'icticn

47.49 384 65.87 14.81
sig. 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

RetMeth -15.73 -41 -7.84 0.78
sig. 0.000 0.501 0.046 0.400

Education -4.96 -170 -1.1 0.10
sig. 0.066 0.000 0.693 0.882

SizeBig -25.46 80 -8.62 0.11
sig. 0.000 0.127 0.011 0.889

SizeMed -45.17 63 3.74 -0.13
sig. 0.000 0.226 0.267 0.876

RetMeth*Educ 2.27 58 -5.52 -0.65
sig. 0.563 0.359 0.181 0.493

RetMeth*Big 5.55 -82 -0.28 0.71
sig. 0.246 0.285 0.955 0.539

RetMeth*Med 14.76 -36 0.17 0.13
sig. 0.002 0.636 0.973 0.901

R-Squared 0.575 0.115 0.220 0.022

Table 24 shows that none o f  the interaction effects are significant, thus there is no 

support for Hypotheses 4.1 -  4.4 which address experience moderating search interface. 

Furthermore, Hypotheses 5.1 -  5.4, which address the moderating role o f result set size 

on search interface to the factors o f the dependent variable retrieval effectiveness, are 

likewise not supported.

From the pooled data with interactions the following linear equations can be 

derived:
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Accuracypooied = 47.49 + (-15.73)*RetMeth + (-4.96)*Education +
(-25.46)*SizeBig + (-45.17)*SizeM ed + 2.27*RetMeth*Education 
+ 5.55*RetMeth*SizeBig + 14.76*RetMeth*SizeMed + Error

Timepooied = 384 + (-41 )*RetMeth + (-170)*Education + 80*SizeBig +
63*SizeMed + 58*RetMeth*Education + (-82)*RetMeth*SizeBig + 
(-36)*RetMeth*SizeMed + Error

WorkEffortpooied = 65.87 + (-7.84)*RetMeth + (-1.10)*Education + (-8.62)*SizeBig + 
3.74*SizeM ed + (-5.52)*RetMeth*Education + 
(-0.28)*RetMeth*SizeBig + 0 .17*RetMeth*SizeMed + Error

Satisfactioripooied = 14.81 + 0.78*RetMeth + 0.10*Education + 0.11*SizeBig + 
(-0.13)*SizeMed + (-0.65)*RetMeth*Education + 
0.71*RetMeth*SizeBig + 0 .13*RetMeth*SizeMed + Error

Table 25

Pooled Sample Coefficients without Interactions

I1 *v‘odei
^''oicd 

Accuracy w/o 
' iferact'ors

^oolac 
"irre  w'c 

'ntorac’ ioii"

Fcclec 
Qfon w/c 

inte'actions

Foaled
Sa'isfactior

actions
Intercept 43.88 391 66.94 14.81

sig. 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
RetMeth -7.96 0.55 -10.16 0.77

sig. 0.000 0.080 0.000 0.103
Education -3.89 -143 -3.61 -0.22

sig. 0.051 0.000 0.079 0.645
SizeBig -22.88 42 -8.75 0.45

sig. 0.000 0.273 0.000 0.431
SizeMed -38.28 47 3.80 -0.06

sig. 0.000 0.222 0.123 0.915
R-Squared 0.556 0.107 0.213 0.017

Removing the interactions from the model produces the results in Table 25. From 

the pooled data without interactions the following linear equations can be derived:
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Accuracypooied = 43.88 + (-7.96)*RetMeth + (-3.89)*Education + (-22.88)*SizeBig + 
(-38.28)*SizeMed + Error

Timepooied = 391 + 0.55*RetMeth + (-143)*Education + 42*SizeBig +
47*SizeMed + Error 

WorkEffortpooied = 66.94 + (-10.16)*RetMeth + (-3.61)*Education + 
(-8.75)*SizeBlg + 3.80*SizeM ed + Error 

Satisfactioripooied = 14.81 + 0.77*RetMeth + (-0.22)*Education + 0.45*SizeBig + 
(-0.06)*SizeMed + Error

By incorporating size into the pooled model we see the R  multiple increases for 

depended variable accuracy from the 12-15% range to 55-58% range depending on the 

model. Examining the time dependent variable by incorporating size into the model, the 

R^ multiple stabilizes at 11 % from a range o f 7-15% in the individual models. Similar to 

accuracy, the R^ multiple for work effort increases from 11-16% in the individual 

models, to 21-22% for the pooled model. In the case o f satisfaction, very little changes. 

Like time, the pooled model R^ multiple for satisfaction stabilizes in the middle o f the

9 • 9range o f the individual R multiple for satisfaction. The individual R multiple for 

satisfaction ranges from 1-3.5%, whereas the pooled models have an R^ multiple o f 

approximately 2%.

Repeated Measures Analysis

By pooling the data together there is a chance for an incorrect reporting o f the 

estimated coefficients and R^ multiple, based on an incorrect error variance. When 

employing a repeated measures design there are actual two error terms that need to be
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taken into account. The first term is the overall error term, and the second term takes into 

account the error for the within subject portion o f the experimental design. To avoid this 

problem and to test for significance a GLM ANOVA repeated measures statistical 

analysis (Girdon, 1992) was performed using NCSS 2004 (Hintz, 2004). NCSS 2004 

was chosen over SPSS 12.0 for its flexibility in specifying models for repeated measures. 

F  statistics and significance (p-values) are given for two models, the original model with 

interactions and the adjusted model without the nonsignificant interaction, for each o f the 

dependent variables. Both original and standardized data analysis is presented:

Table 26

Repeated Measures Analysis fo r  Accuracy

A: RetMeth 1

Ac"i<r 
1— «  1

10.65

-icy w/lp*er^t.pnfc__
Prob Lcve

0.002

stoAcc< rat 
F-Rafio_ »  

9.58

,y w/lnte actior>s

0.003
B: Education 1 3.08 0.084 4.15 0.045
AB 1 0.03 0.854 0.12 0.730
C(AB): SubID 71 4.28 0.000 3.72 0.000
D: Size 2 79.68 0.000 20.74 0.000
AD 2 1.18 0.309 0.6 0.550

-10.79

jy  'u h  jnteropaons

5 002

J*dA'CU£C>'W'C f= “ a'tcn_?-__

A: RetMeth 1 9.58 0.003
B: Education 1 3.09 0.083 4.13 0.046
C(AB): SubID 72 4.21 0.000 3.69 0.000
D: Size 2 81.14 0.000 20.48 0.000

From Table 26, examining the standardized scores without interactions, we find 

significance for all three o f our independent variables (retrieval method, education
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(proxied by education), and result set size) to the dependent factor accuracy. 

Furthermore, no significance for any o f the interaction effects is found. This analysis 

matches the findings firom the individual and pooled GLM equation models presented 

earlier in this chapter.

Table 27

Repeated Measures Analysis fo r  Time

I le rn
- - 1

DP

f " "

Time v/dnte^ctens___
p-.Rat'c ' P 0 0  .eve

stdTnne wi*nte*act'cns 
F-Raho 1 Proo Le\.&.

A: RetMeth 1 2.45 0.122 2.28 0.136
B: Education 1 18.45 0.000 18.17 0.000
AB 1 0.77 0.382 0.69 0.409
C(AB): SubID 71 1.14 0.246 1.15 0.233
D: Size 2 0.87 0.423 0.68 0.508
AD 2 0.6 0.548 0.43 0.649

1 -------------3 ” ime w/c. b'erac-onj. stdTtne Vt/D I i:srachon«
“ erm D- r  Rato F'ob _evel F-Rafo O'Cb Le ̂ e,
A: RetMeth 1 2.83 0.097 2.63 0.109
B: Education 1 19.02 0.000 18.73 0.000
C(AB): SubID 72 1.15 0.241 1.16 0.226
D: Size 2 0.95 0.389 0.75 0.473

From Table 27 we find significance only for the independent variable education to 

the dependent factor time. This significance is opposite what was hypothesized. 

Furthermore, no significance for any o f the interaction effects is found. Further detailed 

analysis does find significance for search interface when only the visual search interface 

subjects are analyzed. Again, this is assumed because the keyword searchers are
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predicted to spend the same amount o f time on any search task whereas those using 

visual interfaces will take more time the larger the result set size.

Table 28

Repeated Measures Analysis fo r  Work Effort

nieracic, 's_ '‘tqErfo 
F PsTio ' P iob 'U ve '  ' F-R'at ■"

W/!-ijerac‘ c 's

A: RetMeth 1 11.85 0.001 11.84 0.00
B: Education 1 1.56 0.216 1.54 0.22
AB 1 0.8 0.375 0.8 0.38
C(AB): SubID 66 5.78 0.000 5.79 0.00
D: Size 2 34.64 0.000 33.78 0.00
AD 2 0.01 0.989 0 1.00

Cffoix w/p interacticrs stdEffor? ’vAj fr:e?acticn& S
DF ‘■-P'illO '=-Rah.' Prob 1 eve!

A; RetMeth 1 11.17 0.001 11.17 0.001
B: Education 1 1.38 0.245 1.36 0.247
C(AB): SubID 67 5.85 0.000 5,86 0.000
D: Size 2 35.29 0.000 34.49 0.000

From Table 28 we find significance for two o f the three independent variables 

(retrieval method and result set size) to the dependent factor work effort. No significance 

is found for education nor is significance found for either o f the interaction effects. 

Again, this analysis matches the findings from the GLM equation models presented 

earlier in this chapter.
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Table 29

Repeated Measures Analysis fo r  Satisfaction

1_____   ̂ jiati«^3'’
V ' t ” ’  '  ' F-Re't:'

'ten vv/iria'actio"s 
tsvel

^STQo t̂'SfjCt
r-Re’io

crs yWfnlei tictians

A: RetMeth 1 1.05 0.308 1.03 0.314
B: Education 1 0.1 0.749 0.11 0.745
AB 1 0.21 0.647 0.21 0.648
C(AB): SubID 69 5.59 0.000 5.62 0.000
D: Size 2 1.25 0.290 1.15 0.321
AD 2 0.54 0.586 0.45 0.641

^  , -
DF

Satisfact 
r  Raho

irn w/o : '<teracttnns __^stcSahsfactir
proo Level F-Ratio

;r, w/o fderactcns  ̂
Prob Level

A: RetMeth 1 1.2 0.277 1.17 0.282
B: Education 1 0.1 0.758 0.1 0.755
C(AB); SubID 70 5.57 0.000 5.6 0.000
D; Size 2 1.19 0.306 1.1 0.335

Table 29 shows no significance for any main effect or interaction effect on 

satisfaction. This analysis also matches the findings from the GLM equation models 

presented earlier in this chapter.

Correlations among Dependent Variable Factors

Correlation analysis among the dependent variable factors was also performed for 

additional insights. Table 30 presents the correlation matrix for each o f the three 

measures (small, medium, and large) for each o f the four dependent variable factors 

(accuracy, time, work effort, and satisfaction).
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Table 30

C o r r e l a t i o n  M a t r i x  f o r  D e p e n d e n t  V a r i a b l e  F a c t o r s

oo■D
cq'

o
CD

c

CD■D
SQ.Co
o'o
■D
S

CDQ.

■D
CD

C/)

o'o

3ig Med 3 Big Med Smi Big Meet Srnt Med Smi
Acc Acf. Acc T"> 0 T ire Time Effor‘ Et'.iil Effort Sa: Sal E ‘

Big Acc Correlation 1,000 0.612 0.601 0.420 0.076 0.011 0.132 0.129 0.047 -0.189 -0.194 -0.156
Sig. 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.269 0.463 0.141 0.147 0.351 0.061 0.056 0.102

Med Acc Correlation 0.612 1.000 0.606 0.226 0.203 0.020 0.105 0.086 0.060 -0.099 -0.126 0.108
Sig. 0.000 0.000 0.032 0.049 0.437 0.198 0.243 0.313 0.211 0.154 0.190

SmI Acc Correlation 0.601 0.606 1.000 0.280 0.053 -0.032 0.244 0.179 0.175 -0.098 -0.015 0.016
Sig. 0.000 0.000 0.010 0.335 0.397 0.022 0.072 0.077 0.214 0.452 0.448

Big Time Correlation 0.420 0.226 0.280 1.000 0.166 0.102 0.109 0.044 0.120 -0.022 0.034 0.008
Sig. 0.000 0.032 0.010 0.088 0.204 0.189 0.360 0.165 0.429 0.391 0.474

Med Time Correlation 0.076 0.203 0.053 0.166 1.000 0.125 0.103 0.208 0.088 -0.020 -0.054 0.014
Sig, 0.269 0.049 0.335 0.088 0.154 0.201 0.044 0.238 0.435 0.331 0.455

Smi Time Correlation 0.011 0.020 -0.032 0.102 0.125 1.000 0.108 0.125 0.333 -0.132 -0.112 0.004
Sig. 0.463 0.437 0.397 0.204 0.154 0.191 0.155 0.003 0.141 0.181 0.487

Big Effort Correlation 0.132 0.105 0.244 0.109 0.103 0.108 1.000 0.641 0.632 -0.262 -0.122 -0.198
Sig. 0.141 0.198 0.022 0.189 0.201 0.191 0.000 0.000 0.015 0.161 0.053

Med Effort Correlation 0.129 0.086 0.179 0.044 0.208 0.125 0.641 1.000 0.696 -0.444 -0.294 -0.280
Sig. 0.147 0.243 0.072 0.360 0.044 0.155 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.007 0.010

Smi Effort Correlation 0.047 0.060 0.175 0.120 0.088 0.333 0.632 0.696 1.000 -0.330 -0.155 -0.139
Sig. 0.351 0.313 0.077 0.165 0.238 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.104 0.129

Big Sat Correlation -0.189 -0.099 -0.098 -0.022 -0.020 -0.132 -0.262 -0.444 -0.330 1.000 0.518 0.587
Sig. 0.061 0.211 0.214 0.429 0.435 0.141 0.015 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.000

Med Sat Correlation -0.194 -0.126 -0.015 0.034 -0.054 -0.112 -0.122 -0.294 -0.155 0.518 1.000 0.612
Sig. 0.056 0.154 0.452 0.391 0.331 0.181 0.161 0.007 0.104 0.000 0.000

Smi Sat Correlation -0.156 0.108 0.016 0.008 0.014 0.004 -0.198 -0.280 -0.139 0.587 0.612 1.000
Sig, 0.102 0.190 0.448 0.474 0.455 0.487 0.053 0.010 0.129 0.000 0.000
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Table 30 shows significant correlations between each o f the three accuracy 

measures (BigAcc, MedAcc, SmlAcc), the three work effort scores (BigEffort,

MedEffort, SmlEffort), and the three satisfaction measures (BigSat, MedSat, SmlSat) as 

would be expected. This suggests that those that were most accurate in the big scenario 

were also likely to be the most accuracy in the medium and small scenarios. Similarly, 

those that put forth the most work effort for the big scenario were most likely to put forth 

the most effort for the medium and small scenarios. Satisfaction results suggest the same 

pattern. Interestingly, the three time measures (BigTime, MedTime, SmlTime) did not 

correlate, meaning that those that spent the most time on one scenario were not 

necessarily the ones that spend the most time on the other scenarios.

Work effort and time are significantly negatively correlated, but their explanatory 

power o f the variance was quite small, ranging from 1-11%. Work effort and 

satisfaction are also significantly correlated, but again there is very little explanatory 

power, ranging only firom 2-7%.

Summary o f  Results

Table 31 presents a summary o f the results for each o f  the hypotheses. Following 

in Chapter 6 a final modified research model is presented as part o f the discussion along 

with implications, limitations, avenues for further research, and conclusionary remarks.
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Table 31

Summary o f  Results

5 I rtf-r a <• t •• Kwii iv 
i!; 1 A'vuiaoy , S ipported
fr .2 . rime 
HI 3; \Vofk l;ttWrt 
HI 4 Salisfaofion

Supported
\o t  Supported -  significant in opposite direction
N<'t Supported

1!’ pi hi.'-i', 1 Rt.'’ili set '■! f ic R it-'a! S-ifect M's'i' ilcei^ |  
till aported

H2 2 i'mn. i) rectional -  for the Visual search interface only
_ H2 T Worit BfTort 

H2.4-Sansiaction
Not Supported
Nc/t Supported

H-j'MthL-1'̂  ' I'poiience to
Sunported

113-2 hmc ' # l i ; Not Supported
Hi l*k J fllMl 
1! 4 'JP  iiiiliiiii

Not Supported
’ rectional

Not Supported
Not Supported
Not Supported

114 4 i'ai'siactjon
J h  pothe-ji' 5 Suit ia

115 i" ^..curacy

Not Supported 

Not Supported
Not Supported

ff5 _*'VVork_. JTorl
‘ ''.-iti jPielii’ i

Not Supported
Not Supported
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CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This chapter begins with a discussion of the findings from the previous chapter. 

Implications for both academics and practitioners are then presented. Next, several 

limitations o f the study are discussed. Additional avenues for future research are 

presented and the work closes with some concluding remarks.

Discussion

Information retrieval from knowledge management systems is an important area 

o f research (Alavi & Liedner, 1999; Markus, 2001). Unfortunately, today most 

knowledge management systems rely solely on search technology (typically keyword 

search interfaces) developed primarily for the retrieval o f  data. Gorla and Walker (1998) 

and LaBrie and St. Louis (2003) have shown that there are inherent problems with 

keywords and keyword searching. Knowledge management ontologies (Edgington et a l ,  

in press) are one method attempting to address these issues. This study has presented an 

alternative method to keyword search limitations by demonstrating the superiority o f  a 

cognitive based, visual search mechanism. This research asks the question, 'D oes the 

cognitive loading o f  search mechanisms impact the effectiveness o f  knowledge retrieval?"'

This experiment attempts to answer this question by comparing a visual tree-view 

hierarchy search interface with a traditional text-based keyword search interface, in a 

familiar knowledge management setting o f a document management system. It was 

found that more accurate results are returned with a visual search interface. These results
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showed over 50% gain in retrieval accuracy over a traditional keyword search 

mechanism. Furthermore, it was correctly predicted that the visual search interface took 

subjects more time than the keyword search interface. The time difference however, was 

not a large amount. In fact, the visual searchers averaged approximately one minute 

longer than the keyword searchers. Work effort was slightly higher for those using the 

visual search interface over the keyword search interface. Finally, satisfaction, while 

hypothesized to be higher for the visual interface turned out to be virtually identical 

between the two interfaces. With no difference in satisfaction between the two systems, 

slightly more work effort it would seem plausible that many would be very interested in 

improving their knowledge workers retrieval accuracy rates by over 50% for 

approximately one more minute o f their time per search.

Due to the replacement o f education for experience and because no interaction 

effects were found to be significant, Figure 17 presents a revised research model that 

more accurately depicts what was tested and found during this research endeavor.
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SEARCH 
INTERFACE 
(Keyword or 

Visual)

RESULT SET SIZE 
(Small, Medium, 

Large)

EDUCATION 
(G raduate or 

Undergraduate)

RETRIEVAL
EFFECTIVENESS
(Acxuracy, Time, 
Work Effort, and 

Satisfaction)

Figure 17. The revised retrieval effectiveness research model.

The lack o f significance for satisfaction was unexpected. Results from the pilot 

study showed a significant difference (2.67 to 5.46 on a 7 point scale) in favor of the 

visual search interface. Some differences between the administration o f the pilot and the 

experiment may have played a factor in this change. First, doctoral students were used, 

rather than masters or undergraduate students. Perhaps their knowledge and/or 

experience with the content o f the knowledge base had some bearing on the satisfaction 

results. Second, the measure for satisfaction changed between the pilot and the 

experiment. During the pilot only two questions were asked for each scenario -  one on 

satisfaction with the process, one on satisfaction with the results (both 7-point Likert 

scales). In the experiment the full 12 question EUCS survey instrument (Doll & 

Torkzadeh, 1988) was utilized. Finally, changes were made on the keyword search
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interface from the pilot to the experiment. In the pilot the subjects had to go to a separate 

filter page to run the searches and then return to a main page to select their results. In the 

experiment the filter page was eliminated and searches were performed on the same page 

on which the results were displayed. Given all these changes between pilot and 

experiment administration it is not surprising that some level o f  satisfaction changed, just 

how much though was truly unexpected.

However, despite these results the findings have interesting implications. These 

findings suggest that though those subjects that were presented with the visual interface 

had to work harder (as measured by the work effort) and longer, they were no less 

satisfied and they produced superior accuracy results.

Research Contributions.

This study adds to the body of empirical studies that can be found in the 

information systems literature that apply cognitive psychology theories in a computerized 

setting. The results from this study strongly support the theory that visual hierarchical 

information (recognition) retrieval is more accurate than keyword-based (recall) 

information retrieval. Results showed a 40-50% increase in accuracy rates using the 

visual search interface.

This study also validates popular theory surrounding the effort versus accuracy 

debate popular in IS research. In this study, while accuracy was significantly higher for 

the visual search interface, it did not come without a price. More time and more effort 

were spent on the visual search interface over the keyword search interface.
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Furthermore, while not statistically significant, satisfaction was slightly higher with the 

traditional keyword search interface. Results from this study suggest that people 

continue to be more content sacrificing accuracy for less work effort.

In this study a document management systems was used as a representative type 

of a knowledge-based management system. KMS documents represent the explicit 

knowledge captured, structured and codified in a manner consistent with many 

knowledge management systems. This specific representation o f a knowledge 

management system only deals with explicit knowledge. Other varieties o f KMS must 

deal with implicit, or tacit, knowledge. These types o f KMS may need to be 

operationalized in different manners. While this is beyond the scope o f this dissertation, 

further studies should investigate if  a visual search interface would prove as effective for 

implicit or tacit knowledge, in terms o f accuracy, as it does for this instance o f explicit 

knowledge.

Implications fo r  Practice.

The crux o f many knowledge management initiatives within organizations is its 

use. That use depends largely on the effectiveness o f  its retrieval capabilities. For 

companies looking for more effective ways of searching, this investigation provides some 

noteworthy findings. For similar user satisfaction, slightly more work effort, and slightly 

more time you can greatly improve your retrieval accuracy. The results of this 

experiment suggest that a 16% increase in time (or about one minute per search scenario) 

will increase the retrieval accuracy 50-60%. Furthermore, this retrieval accuracy increase
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can easily be incorporated into today’s knowledge management systems with readily 

available, low cost software (LaBrie & St. Louis, 2004). The benefit o f this form of 

search interface is that it can be added as a supplemental search component, rather than a 

complete replacement o f the traditional keyword search mechanism.

By more accurately retrieving objects fi-om a knowledge repository, for example a 

knowledge management system for employee skills or, as in the case o f  this experiment, 

a document retrieval system, knowledge workers will save time and potentially produce 

better decisions based on the information found. This, in turn, should result in cost 

savings for the company. This potential cost savings can then be turned into a return on 

investment for the IT department and its knowledge management systems (Freeze et al., 

2004).

Limitations o f  the Study

Experimental research inherently has limitations; this section addresses some o f 

the limitations o f  this study and presents what was done to mitigate those limitations. 

First, the experiment was conducted in an academic environment that included 

undergraduate and graduate students. While the MBA students were specifically targeted 

as a group that would best represent typical knowledge workers, the use of 

undergraduates was necessary in order to increase the number o f subjects. Analysis of 

the data collected showed a significant difference between these two groups o f subjects. 

So significant, in fact, that the model was changed to reflect education rather than 

experience. Administering the experiment to additional graduate students might show
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more significance for some of the other factors other than accuracy. Furthermore, 

executing this experiment in a business environment could add further external validity. 

The typical knowledge worker may not be similar to a business student who holds (or is 

actively pursuing) higher degrees o f  education. Additional administration o f this 

experiment outside the academic environment could produce additional insights as well.

Second, the experimental task (searching for journal articles from an academic 

database) may be suspect. While it is true that searching for academic journal articles is 

not something most knowledge workers do every day, it is fairly common that most 

knowledge workers have to search for some form o f knowledge objects in their day-to- 

day activity. The operationalization o f this experiment does compare with that common 

task. As far as the search scenarios are concerned, great efforts were made to ensure the 

maximum likelihood that a diverse set o f scenarios were made available. While the data 

set was built from a single journal, MIS Quarterly, the articles contained within that 

journal and within the scope o f these scenarios ranges widely. Specific effort was made 

to ensure the scenarios were not too technology based, but rather covered a wide variety 

o f topics. System design was chosen as a representative topic within information 

systems. The other two topics, user acceptance and risk management, were chosen 

because they have broader appeal.

Third, in all experimental designs tradeoffs must be made. In this study a 

repeated measures design was chosen only for the result set size variable. This 

experiment was specifically designed not to have each subject perform searches with both 

search interfaces. Others researchers (Speier and Morris, 2003) have chosen repeated
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measure designs in similar situations. It was a concern that repeating the searches in both 

search interfaces could confound the results by producing an inflated leaming effect. In 

the Speier and Morris study they did not randomize their task complexity, instead always 

choosing to perform the low complex task first, and then the more complex task. This 

was addressed as one o f their limitations that could lead to a leaming effect.

Furthermore, they faced a potential a carryover effect because they chose not to randomly 

assign their query interfaces. In the case o f this experiment, for the one repeated 

measures variable (result set size), the scenarios were randomized to avoid any carry 

over, cross over, or leaming effect (Girden, 1992).

The lack o f an adequate experience measure was an issue for this experiment. 

There is plenty of theory supporting the idea that experience should play a factor in 

search tasks (Gregor & Benbasat, 1999; Bedard, 1989), but none of the items used in 

collecting the data represented a significant measure. This could be a result o f a number 

o f different factors. One, there is no agreed upon, validated, scale for measuring 

experience, thus the researcher was left to develop an experience measurement 

instmment. Two, even if  a good instrument was found for measuring experience, the 

homogeneity o f the subject pool may have prevented this study from detecting a 

difference. Third, in several of the questions the phrase “in my place o f work” was used. 

This phrase my have been a confounding factor as many o f the subjects were full time 

students. This conjecture is supported by the fact that only one undergraduate subject 

reported themselves to be an IS Professional. Future extension to this study should 

investigate a better measure for experience.
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Future Research

This research just begins to examine the effects o f cognitive loading may have on 

retrieval effectiveness. The discussion o f additional future research that follows could 

help to provide a more complete account o f the effects o f cognitive loading on retrieval 

effectiveness. One avenue for future research would be to port the system developed for 

this experiment to an industry setting. For example, a corporation with a knowledge 

management initiative might have built a knowledge management system that captures 

areas o f expertise for their employees. It is presumed that a system such as this may have 

allowed its users to input their own areas o f expertise. Furthermore, it is also presumed 

that the search mechanism implemented in this system is probably keyword based. If  this 

is the case then we have a situation where a keyword search limitation (LaBrie & St. 

Louis, 2003) could be a problem. One user o f the system might put in a skill such as 

“XML,” another as “XML programmer,” and another as “extensible markup language.” 

Somebody searching for these people in a text-based keyword search interface would 

more than likely miss the third individual. The implementation o f a visual tree-view 

hierarchy search interface would possibly reduce this missed opportunity.

Another avenue for future research would be to develop a system that combines 

the functionality o f a keyword and visual search interface. A user might like to initially 

narrow the amount o f information retrieved via one interface and then switch to the other 

interface for further search refinements. There is no reason this has to be a single search
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interface option. Technology should allow for the use o f both search interfaces 

interchangeably and simultaneously.

Further extensions to this research could involve the integration o f additional 

feedback during the search process. Several subjects during debriefing sessions made 

mention that they did not know how well they were doing. They said they might have 

been more satisfied with the search interfaces if  they were given feedback on how well 

they were achieving their goal. While it may be rare in knowledge management systems 

to have a predetermined set o f correct knowledge objects, i f  there were such systems then 

they could possibly benefit from such a feedback mechanism.

Conclusions

The findings from this study suggest that a recognition-based search interface 

provides superior retrieval accuracy over a recall-based search interface. Theory from 

cognitive psychology on this aspect of human retrieval skills holds true in a computerized 

knowledge management environment. The evidence from this simulated document-based 

KMS shows a 40-50% accuracy gain utilizing a hierarchical visual search interface over a 

keyword search interface.

Companies that have knowledge management systems with traditional keyword 

search mechanisms can easily and affordably integrate a visual search interface using 

existing technology. Most knowledge management systems are based on relational 

database systems as their underlying storage and retrieval infrastructure. By using a 

multidimensional database system linked to the KMS relational database system, KMS
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designers can provide an alternative visual search interface mechanism and instantly reap 

the rewards o f higher accuracy retrieval rates.

Finally the results from this study show that even i f  you provide a more accurate 

retrieval mechanism for knowledge objects it does not mean that users will accept it as a 

viable search solution. Resistance via lower satisfaction, additional time, and/or 

additional perceived work effort may play a factor in the acceptance o f the new search 

interface. It cannot be ignored that these issues demand further investigation o f theories 

concerning technology acceptance with regards to introduction o f a new paradigm for 

searching within knowledge management systems.
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i0  W eL orne  and  tliankyou  for partiorpating in this experim ent exam ining infurmation retrieval accuraigrfrqm  know ledge 
S. m an ag em en t sy stem s. Y our involveraem  m this study  ts. g rea tly  appre,crated.

.|si This experim ent IS designed : to te s t  the e ffec tiveness  of a n  information; system  interface: not your indiyidual ab ility -,As 
.̂' suctr, all d a ta  co llected  dunrrg this expenm en t i s  p re s e n te d  anonym ousiy  to the re sea rch e rs ;

i | |  T h e  setting of thia experim en tis  tha ty o u  a re  a  know ledge: w orker that-has a c c e s s  to an  information rep o sito iy  that 
i|s contains a  num ber of jQurnat articles re la te d  to  your field. Y ou will b e  p re sen ted  with a  simplified u s e r  interface th a t will 
i |l  allow you to  perform keyw ord s e a rc h e s  for .articles that m a y  b e  re la ted  to  the scen a rio s  p re sen te d  to y o u  (m uch tike an  
sigonltne libraiy indexing seivicB). O n cey o u  h a v e  s e a rc h e d  th e  sy s te m  a n d  articles h a v e  b e e n  retum ed. you  wilt then  b e  

a b le  to  s e le c tth e :a r tid e s  yo u  think w illbe helpful to that scen ario .

During this experim ent you .wilfbB given th ree  (3) different s c e n a r io s  m which you m ust s e a rc h  for articles leloting to  that 
.s p e c i f tc  topic. B e c a u se  th e re  is atim ing co m p o n en t to this e x p e n m e n t the re se a rc h e rs  a s k  th a ty o u  co m p le te  th e :ta sk s  

withoutinterruption. P le a s e  feel free to  ta k e  a s  long :as yo u  w a n t ju s t d o n 't perform any  other activilie.s;(emo.il, chat 
Internet brow sing, etc:) during the duration of this experim ent.

To, begin  offering; d em o g rap h ic  d a ta  and  to continue on  to  the  experim ent ple,Bse click the 'Ne)d >>' button, to  ;exitwithout 
participating in the experim ent p le a a e  d ic k  the  'Exit'button.
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Scenarfo i  of 3
         —

1

f[ln this scenario, suppose you are a manager in a sizable information Technology deparc,,- u . t  
within a large corporation Assume your departm ent Is responsible for a  large number of 
internal IT application development projects, Many of your projects tend to have pi'oblems that 

I  you vi'ould like to see  alleviated. You beheve that many of these problems could have been 
avoided by oetter design during the information systems dei^elopment process. Before moving 
forward with any new projects you would like to learn about ways to more effectively design 
information systems.

Using the search interface provided on the next screen, seek out articles that will help you in 
. |learning about this issue. When you find an article that you believe is related to the topic please 
I jptace a check in the box provided.

To begin timing of this t,ask press the 'S tart Searching' button and the search form will appear. 
As soon as you are  satisfied with your selections press the 'Tm Finished' button.

Good Luck with your searches!
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■ •• - 'D  5 ::

1| In this scenario, suppose you a re  working on a  p ro jec t for a  self-monitoring healthcare 
application in which you m ust Implement a  new  com puter system  th a t patients will need  i 
to  u se  in their hom e. You would like to learn m ore abou t w hat causes end -users to 

? accep t new  information system s.

T Using the search  interface provided on the next screen , seek  ou t articles th a t will help I
you in learning abou t this issue. W hen you find an  artlC'e th a t you believe is related to the  ■* I 
topic p lease place a  check in the box provided. i

To begin timing o f  this task p ress the 'S tart Searching' button and the search  form will ;
appear. As soon a s  you a re  satisfied with your selections p ress  the  ‘I'm Finished' button,

jcooilod Luck with your searches!
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j|^ |in  mis scenario, suppose you a re  a  senior manager o f an IT organization in a  company that is 
’ |heavily dependent on the use of computing technology. Due to the recen t floods of computer 

viruses. Internet wormSj and hackers trying to ga:n access to customer records your system s 
I; jhave come under scrutiny by the top m anagem ent team  and board of directors. Because of tnis, 
' .you decide to seek a  g reater understanding of how to mitigate risk in information system s to

W
mi

I better safeguard against these dependencies.

Using the search interface provided on the next screenj seek out articles that will help you in 
learning about this Issue. When you find an article that you believe Is related to the topic please 
place a check in the box provided.

\̂ 0.
To begin timing of this task press the 'S tart Searching' button and the search form will appear.
As soon as you a re  satisfied with your sefections press the 'I'm Finished’ button. . , |

Good Luck With your searches!

'.•I..,' ‘ - i
Scenaru i 3 o f  3  Searctt
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H w e l c b t e  and  f e t i k  yqulB ripartfcipating^.n th is e x p srim en t e>taminihg :iriftjrmatibn re trie¥a i accH racy i rp m  know ledge 
jm a n a g e ra e n t systerris. Y d tr irtTOlvetnertt in this s tudy  fe greatly: appre tia lB d .

^ T h l s  experim en t is designed : tD te s t  th e  eflfectiveness o f  a n  infcrm ation  system  in terface; n o t  y o u r individual ability. As 
Isu ch , a lt d a ta  collectBd du ring  th is  e x p erim en t is p resen tB d  anonym ously to  the  re s ea rc h e rs .

I 'Ih e ,se ttin g  o f  th is  ex p erim en t is th a t  you a r e  a  k now ledge w orker th a t  h a s  a c c e s s  to  a n  inform ation  repository  th a t  
Jcon ta in s  a  num ber- o f  jou rna l artic les  re la te d  to  your field. You will b e  p re s e n te d  w ith  a  sim plified u s e r  In terface th a t  will 
la llo w  y ou  to p e rfo rm  k eyw ord s e a rc h e s  for a rtic le s  th a t  m ay b e  re la te d  to th e  sce n a rio s  p re s e n te d  to  you (m uch  like a n  
io n lin e  library indexirq  sB rvice)/ O nce you h av e  sea rch e d -th e  sy stem  an d  artic le s  h av e  b e e n  re tu rn e d , you will th en  b e  
la b ie  to  se lec t th e  artic les  you -think will b e  helpful to  th a t  scenario .

iD uring  th is ex p erim en t you will b e  given th re e  (3) d iffe ren tsc e n ario s  in w hich  you m u s t s e a rc h  fttr artic les  re la tin g  to  th a t  I 
ispec ific  topic. B ecause  th e re  is a  t im ing ,com ponen t to to ts-expB rim ent; th e  re s e a rc h e rs  a sk  th a ty o u  com ple tB the-tasks  
Jw ith o u t interruption. P lea se  fee l free  to  tak e  a s  licmg a s  you w ant, j j s t  d o n 't  p e rfo rm  an y  o th e r  activities;,(email, chat, 
t ln tE rn e t brow sing, efc.)--during th e  durafion  o f  th is  experim ent.

I t o  begin  offering, dem ograph ic  d a ta  an d  to  con tinue on  to -th a .ex p e rim sn t p le a se  click tfae 'I S i e x t b t i t t D n ;  to  ex it w ithou t j 
.ipartfcipating in fha ex p ertrn en t p le a se  click fr ie ; 'K it 'b u tto n . [
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In ttiis bLBFiaiiUj buppusti you ore ci rridiiugei in d siZciule inTui iiratiu i usi.'inOlug^ dcpcai tineor 
Within 3 large corporation. Assume your departm ent is responsible for a  large number of 
internal IT application development projects. Many o f your projects tend to have problems that 
you would like to see  alleviated. You believe that many o f tiiess problems could have been 
avoided by better design during the information systems devebpmenc process. Before moving 
forward v/'th any new projects you would like to learn about ways to more effectively design 
information systems.

Using the search interface provided on the next screen^ seek cu t articles that will help you in 
learning about this issue. When you find an article that you believe is related to the topic please 
place a check in the box provided.

To begin timing of this task press the 'S tart Searching' button and the search form will appear. 
As soon as you are  satisfied witli your selections press the 'I'm Finished' button.

Good Luck with vour searches]

^tari osa Lhirq

Scendno  i  n f .i  Sedrch CPI <fi ‘ ■'T'rnp
rr"F  i u n<-OASL/ '1 e ’ a ' j 'I  ■.v f h i ti , t‘ i cr J *1C > yvl j«it 0 h *li '> n t‘ e hi>'■srihy to
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n’Nit iU“i(ot bf I d'vii ukJ - I ii fflu i
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In this scenario, suppose you are working on a project for a self-monitoring healthcare 
application in which you must Implement a new computer system that patients wlli neea 
to use in their home. You would like to learn more about what causes end-users to 
accept new information systHms.

Using the search interface provided on the next screen, seek out articles that will help 
lyou in learning about this issue. When you find an article thatyou believe is related to the| 
jtopic please place a check in the box provided. 1

To begin timing of this task press the 'Start Seardhlng button and the search form will 
appear. As soon as you are satisfied with your selections press the 'I'm Finished' button.

Good Luck with your searchesi

Start t ir>n

Sceffdr/o ? o f J  Sedrc^f
-irj

'-'c  ’11*0 r OI-) Rijoi
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In this scenariOj suppose you are  a senior tnar jir-r c f  an IT organization in a company tiiai . 
heavily dependent on the use of computing technology. Due to the recent floods of comp ivr 
viruses, Internet worms, and hackers trying to gain access to customer records your systems 
have come under scrutiny by the top management team  and board o f directors, Because of this, 
you decide to seek a greater understanding of how to mitigate risk in information systems to 
better safeguard against these dependencies.

Using the search interfa e  pro/ided on the next screen, seek out articles that will help you in 
J) learning about this issue When you find an article that you believe is related to the topic please 

place a check in the box provided.

'I
^  To begin timing of this task press the 'S tart Searching' button and the search form will appear. 
p, As soon as you are  satisfied with your selections press the 'I'm Finished' button.

Good Luck with your searches!
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Alan G reenspan h a s noted that 75% o f organizational 
a s s e t s  are now  kn ow led ge a s s e t s

The 500 largest firm s in the United S ta tes  had  
intangible a s s e t s  valued at $7.3 trillion {70% o f their 
total value)

These 500 companies employ more than 21.6 million 
employees and generate over USS 6.1 trillion in revenue

(Stone, 2002)

An Ar id erson  stud y  revealed
In 1978 the balance sheet explained 95% of the market value 
of the firms.
In 1998 the balan 
value of those fir

lained 28% of the market

Today, the balan ce sh e e t  exp la in s le s s  than 15% o f  
the market value o f the average firm (Stanfield , 2002)

arbanes an
arch itects, Senator Paul 

Representative M ichael O xiey

The Sarbanes-O  
30 July 2002

w a s Si

M ost public co m p a n ies  m u st m eet the financial 
reporting and certification m an d ates for any end o f 
year financial sta tem en ts  fil 
(everybody by 15 April 2005

Introduces highly sign ifican t leg isla tive  ch a n g e s

*
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Spectacular Corpora 
Audit Failures: 

ENRON
WORLDCOIVI 
GLOBAL CROSSING 
TYCO 
ADELPHIA

i

M -  - isS S 'v
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Need a centralized system to document 
their internal control environment.
Management and Process/Control 
owners across the organization should 
have access to
documentation elements
Technology solutions exist to centrally 
create and
allowing worldwide a ccess  via th 
corporate intranets with a single 
authentication and a ccess  control 
security

Tests two (2) information retrieval 
(search) mechanisms
Document management retrieval context
Each individual will perform three (3) 
searches in only one search interface
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$100.00 cash reward for most accurate 
Must put email name at end of experiment 
For chance at $100.00 reward

K

Low) in Excel 
5 Second: Create a 
* Third: Download the foUowin

tv , n

m
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